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just drive sir

for

681 miles"
A

everywhere you travel across
this land of ours. y o u roll over heauti-

LMOST

wide, straight, smooth roads A magnificent plan of interstate h i g h w a ~ the
~,
greatest road program in 'American history, is taking form a t the rate of 700
million dollars worth of construction per
year.
37,681 miles of swell driving. . . direct
travel from any part of the country to
any other p a r t . . . routes north and south,
east and west, and diagonal routes as well
. . big highways directly serving practically all cities of 50,000 population or
more.
This is part of the better America that
our generation is building. It's taking
plenty of brains. Plenty of man power.
Lots of cement. And lots of Steel.
It's a job that's far from finished,
though. And it's going to call for an even
greater supply of each of these commodities. Trained engineers must plan and
build the highways of the future. And the
talents of countless other skilled men will
go into the manufacture of the cement
and steel for the job.
Knowing that progress depends on
people, United States Steel is looking
ahead. Promising young men, training for
careers in the steel industry. are <l:iili
tackling problems and developing ideas
which will create new steels and new uses
of steel for better living. The achievements of these young men not only help
keep United States Steel in the vanguard
of the industry but provide opportunity
for building fundamental qualifications
for leadership.
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If you've always thought of glass, simply as a
substance made of sand, soda, and lime,
we believe this will surprise you:
Corning scientists, such as the one you
see here cooking up a batch of experimental
glass, have actually made glass u&g 84 of
the earth's presently known 96 cl"
~menls.
Nearly 3000 of these experimental glass
compositions are turned out every year, as
Coming scientists search for new and useful ways to combine nature's elements.
Already Corning has developed more
than 50,000 formulds for gldiis. Just as dlIoys make metals more useful, these 50,

formulas make glass more useful-enlarging its applications in untold and sometimes
surprising ways.
Corning mdkeii glass so strong that it can
be used as piping in a steel mill. Corning
makes glass so soft that it can be melted
with a match-and glass so resistant to
thermal shock that it can be heated to a
cherry red, then plunged into ice water without its breaking.
Today, throughout industry, Corning
glass-research which,
along with a multitude of other developments, has made glass one of today's most
means, research in

versatile engineering materials.
Corning is constantly turning up new kinds
ofglass, new uses,for existing m i ' s . So when
you're out of college, and concerned with
product or process improvement, it will pay
you to call on Corning before your planning reaches the blueprint stage. Corning
Gfaii Worh~,Corning, New York.

MAX PLANCK, Scientific Autobiography a n d Other Papers.
Philosophical Library, N.Y., $3.75

Rerimed b y Paul S. Epsfcin
Professor of Theoretical Physics,
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THE 1947

physicist Max Planck died in the
fall of
at the ripe age of 92.
During the last ~ w ovears of his life
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This is the First new collection
of papers, since 1936, by the
eminent physicist. A considerable number of these essays
have never been published
before in any language.
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he wrote several papers intended for
the gemera1 reader which are pollected in the present volume.
Planck's scientific c a r e e r waq
rather unu*-;ual. A s early as 1892 he
had been appointed professor of
theoretical physic%at the Berlin Vniversity and had thus attained the
highest position in the German aradernic ttorld open to men of his
cpecialtv. But he admit*-; himself
that his influence on the development
of yihyqics in his country \\a< almost
nil. Being of a lonely turn of mind.
he devoted hi*-;interests to the out-ofthe-way subject of thermodyrianiics
and let slip past him the two great
creations of nineteenth century physic<: the electromagnetic and the
kinetic theories of matter. He w a s
therefore, completely overshadowed
by the exponents of these t w o problems. his greai contemporaries Heinrich Hertz and Ludwig Baltzmann.
To make matters worse. h e had the
mortification to discover that eien
his thermodynamical results were
not new but had been anticipated.
niany years earlier and in greater
generality. by the American Josiah
W. Gibhs.
Nevertheless, Planck labored on
undaunted. and about the turn of the
century his work led to unexpected
retmlts. His iinestigation of the
tliermoclyna~nic6:of heat radiation led
him to the discovery of the quantum
of action. which opened u p neierdreamed-of new vistas of scientific
insight. Thus. the man who had
been consi(1ered a sound but hackward p h ~ i i c i s t in the nineteenth
century. became the foiinder and
leader of the new phvsics o f the
twentieth century.

In the essay entitled "4 Scientific
A.utobioprap11y" Planck writes with
quiet dignity about his frustrations
and with modest restraint about his
great achievement. The reader g e t s
the impression of a nohle personalitv
d i ~ p a ~ s i o n a t e lpursuing
y
hi4 lonely
\$a\. Only rarelt a bitter remark
reveals the depth of his early (ticappoiritments. as for instance: "A new
qcierltific truth does not triumph
hv c o n v i r ~ c i n g i t ~opponents and
rnakirig them see the light. but rather
because its opponents eventually die,
and a new grneratiori prows up that
i familiar vi ith it."
The other papers are rriody devoted to
in which modern

physics touche-; upon philosophy.
The! show that even in his very advanced age the author was fully
abreast o f the latest development^.
Of particular interest are his views
o r "Religion and Natural Science."
Planck grew up in a religious atmosphere. being the sou and grandson of
noted Protestant theologians. In his
later life he lost the naive faith in
miracles but retained the ethical ontlook of religon: a strongly developed
sense of duty and of moral purpose.
He feels that mankinrl needs a great
common ideoloCT. a common belief
through which men should become
aware of their inherent brotherhood,
and uhirh should establish mutual
love and peace on earth. It is doubtfill. however. whether his own world
view - a somewhat abstract pantheism--~ ould be suitahle to scrxe
as this uriifving ideal.
4 s an introduction the volume contains the memorial address read at
Planck's funeral by Max von Laue.
his pupil and life-long friend.
ROUTE SURVEYS
b y Russell R. Skelton
McGraw-Hill, N.Y. 531 pp., $4.50

Reviewed by William W . Michael
hsociate Professor of
Civil E n g i n e ~ r i n g

SKE~~TON'S
Route Surveys
presents the s u b j e c t i n a
compreh~n'-'Ke
and informative manner
R.

The sample field notes on preliminary and location surveys are excellent e x a m p l e s of p r e s e n t day
practice. and the text on curve'-'both simple and rompound-with
its illustrative problems rovers i his
portion of the work in a satisfactory
manner. The spiral curve has been
presented i n a way that is understandable and applirable 011 both
railroads and highway location.
The chapter on con~tructionsurvevs should be particularly useful
to the student who has not had any
practical experience on actual construrtiori work. The table" are p o d ,
and the size and qhape of the hook
lend to its wf111rie-;s in the field.
making it fit snugly into the engineer's pocket or field bag. On the
whole, the hook should be well receiied both as a text and a reference
for the part\ chief in the field.

VOL. XIII
On the cover tills immth .H. 5.Richdrdson, Research As~ociatc in Astiononij
at the Mount WiLon O l i ~ ~ n a t o r is
y , adjusting the miiiorsi on top ot Mount
Wilson's 60-foot sun tovier, in preparation for solar ohsenatior~s. Out of
such experience Dr. Richardson has
written the article on s-unspots~certainly one of the most provocative, if
not the most important solar studies-on page 19 of thiii issue.

The Process of Change
Elting E. Morison's article on page
Innovation,"
was originally delivered as a lecture
at the Institute-for
members of the
Athenaeum in March. Eveiyonc who
heard the talk then will, we are certain, be happy to have it in this rom
parathely permanent form. And those
who missed it will now hale an opportunity to disco\er what d stimulating
and prmocathe talk i t was-and
article it is.

5, "A Caw Study of

Professor Morison was graduated
fiom Harvard in 1932, and received
his M.S. there in 1937. During the
recent war he was Direct01 of the
Historical Section in the Office of the
Chief of ISa\al Operations, and, since
1946 he has been a conbuliant for the
Research and Development Boaid in
the Department uf Defense. Author of
4dqiral Sin1.s and the Modem Amerirun Nm), jiuhkhed in 1942, Profearor
Morison is now editing the Letters of
Theodore Roosmelt. The first two of
the projected eight lolume* of tlieie
letters should be off the pirs-i next
winter.

Mountain-Climber
In d \enhe. William &ijit~oiih's
article "The Ascent of Mt. Vancomer,"
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Lately almost everybody has been
wiping away a nostalgic tear or two
as the first half of the twentieth century drops from the calendar.
We caught the fever, too.
In rummaging through some old
photographs, we ran across this one:

It was taken around 1900, and the
setting is the observation platform
of the Overland Limited. The caption
read (rather superfluously) "Making
Love I n The Moonlight On T h e
Overland Ltd." or "Is That A Cinder
I n Your Eye?"
A lot of miles have slipped under
t h e Overland's wheels since then
(about eighty-two million of them,
if you're statistically minded) and its
official name has been changed from
the Overland Limited to the San Francisco Overland. But it's still a good
place to make love, moonlight or no
moonlight.

High Sierra by
With the old giving way to the new,
the open-air observation platform
has been superseded by a streamlined
parlor-observation car between Reno
and San Francisco. I t has huge picture windows for easy looking a t the
spectacular High Sierra, which the
Overland crosses by day in both directions, as well as a swank "observation circle" a t the rear.
Incidentally, did you know that
the Overland is the fastest non-extra

fare train between San Francisco and
Chicago? Just two nights en route.
Only the extra fare City of San Francisco (swish!) gets you there any
faster. Also, the Overland is getting
lots of new cars. As fast as the car
builders deliver them, we're putting
them in service. Soon it will be another 100% streamliner. Keep it in
mind for your next trip east. It's a
wonderful, scenic way to go.

Take a Late One
If you feel as if winter cold and dampness have a long-term lease on your
bones, here's a chance to break it.
Duck out now for a late season
vacation in Southern Arizona or a t
Palm Springs. The desert's nice and
warm this time of year, (but not too
hot) and you'll have a little more
elbow room than you would right a t
peak season.
We have some fine trains serving
the southwest ranch and resort
country. As a matter of fact, our
Golden State streamliner, Imperial,
Sunset Lim,ited and Argonaut provide the only mainline train service
direct to Palm Springs and Southern
Arizona. Take your choice of luxurious Pullman, economical touristPullman, or low-cost chair car.

iq a conipaiiion piece to Botiert P.
Sharp6'- ' Project Sncw fornit e ' whic h
ran in E & S bad- i n Nrnrmb~-r.1918.
The a'-cent of Mt Viiruouier-the
highe-t unclimhed rri~untain in North
'Ymcrira-wss
rnarle under tht ,111spires of Projet t Snow Corniff.
The Project. in turn. is sponi-ortd ht
the arctic Tn-ititute of North h e i - i r <L
a nonprofit, wientifir o r g a n i s a t i o n
founded in 1911") to studv thc prohlems r omrnnn to Vla'-ls';i. northrrn
C'xnsida 2nd G r ~ f r i l a n d ."incf~ national
boundaries are largely artificial in the
North inirrican Arctic, most -cirntifir
problerw err (omrnon to the rrttire

The I n 4 t 1 1 t ~(oorclinatt-s re-iearrh
interr-t"-! pf-rtainirig to the North
Arneri~an i r r t i r anri Giiharc tic, : ~ n d
works closely with aoiernrrient agcri(ips, uriiier'sitie's, cri~ntifir ~ o f i e t i e sand
other grniipq rnnrerned x i t h arctic
problems.
I n it-i firqt four years of operation
the 1n-tilute assisted more than 50
Â¥separat field parties working in the
North-including
large-qrale operations
like Proiert Snow Cornice, in which
for two coriw utive jeitrs c o far (1948
anr! 1949) 20 wientiqts anrJ student<.
w i n g ;I specially-equipped Institute
aircraft, time landed on the Seward
Ice Field on the Alaska-Yukon h ~ ~ l i n d a ry to imestigate the geology. glaciers.
climate, plant", and animal" of thiÂ¥little
known mountain region.
Bill Hainsworth, who recei\e(l hi<-

M.S. from Caltech in 1918. is now

ot Far
With the famous Daylights serving
the Coast from Portland to Los Angeles, and the convenient overnight
Lark and Starlight between San Francisco and Los Angeles, you can get
to where the sun spends the winter
in practically no time a t all. So don't
just sit there and brood about it.
Visit your nearest S.P. office. You'll
be surprised a t how little it costs and
how much fun a late winter vacation
can be.

vice-president o f Servel. Inc.. with
office" in Vf"w York City. Mo-st of the
year he Iiws romfortably with hi0
family in Srarqdale, a Weatrheq~er
County ~ u h u r hof N^-w York. But whrn
he make< a break from thivroutine.
he goeq all the way -a" you ran find
out in h h article an page 12.
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A distinguished historian discusses the introduction
of a single technological change in the United
States Navy-and
comes to some provocative
conclusions about the process of change in general

by ELTING E. MORISON

K THE EARLY DAYS of

the last war, when armaments
of all hilids were in short supply, the British, 1
am told, made use of a venerable field piece that had
come down to them from previous generations. The
honorable past of this light artillery stretched back, in
fact, to the Boer War. In the days of uncertainty after
the fall of France. these guns, hitched to trucks, served
as useful mobile units in the coasL defense. But it was
felt that the rapidity of fire could be increased. A timemotion expert was, therefore, called in to suggest ways
to simplify the firing procedures. He watched one of
the gun crews of five men at practice in the field for
some time. Puzzled by certain aspects of the procedures,
he took some blow-motion pictures of the soldiers performing the loading. aiming. and tiring routines.
When he ran these pictures over once or twice. he
noticed something that appeared odd to him. A moment
before the firing t h o members of the gun crew ceased
all activitj and came to attention for a three-second
interval, extending throughout the discharge of the gun.
He summoned an old colonel of artillery, showed him
the pictures, and pointed out this strange behaviour.
What. he asked the colonel, did it mean? The colonel,
too, was puzzled. He asked to see the pictures again.
'"Ah." lie said when the performance was over. "I have
it. They are holding the horses.'
This story, true ur not, and 1 am told it is true. suggests nicely the pain with which the human being accomniodates himself to changing conditions. The tendency is
apparently imoluntary and immediate to protect oneself
against the shock of change by continuing in the presence
of altered situations the familiar habits, however incongruous. of the past.
Yet. if 11mnan beings are attached to the known. to
the ~ e a l mof things as they are. they also. regrettably
for their ped(:e of rniiid. are incessantly attracted to the
unknown and to thing- as the) might be. A s Ecclesiasles
glumly pointed out. men persist in disordering their
settled way;. and beliefs by seeking out main ir~~entioiis.
r >
t h e point is oinious. Change has always been a constant in human affairs; today, indeed. it is one of the
deteniiining ('hdiart~ristich of our civilizator~. In our
relatively shapeless social organization. the shifts from
station to stdtion are fast and easy. More important for
our immediate purpose, h e r i c a is fun darn en tall^ a n
industrial societj i n a time of treniendoua technological
development. We are thus constantly presented with new
ileiiceb or new foims of power that, i n their refinement
and extthiision. continually bombard the fixed structure
of our habits of n ~ i n dand buhaiiour Under such con-

ditions, our salvation. or at least our peace of mind,
appears to depend upon how successfully we can in
the future become hat has been called in an excellent
phrase a completely "adaptive society."
It is interesting, in view of all this, that so little invebtigation, relati\ely. has been made of the process of
change and human responses to it. Recently psychologists, sociologists and culiural anthropologists have
addressed themselves to the subject with suggestive results. But we are still f a r from a full understanding of
the process, and still farther from knowing how we can
set about simplifying and assisting an individual's or
a group's accomn~odationto new machines or new ideas.
With these things in mind, 1 thought it might be interesting and perhdps useful to examine historically a
changing situation within a society; to see if from this
examination we can discover how the new machines or
ideas that introduced the changing situation developed;
to see who introduces them, w h o resists them, what points
of friction or tension in the social structure are produced by the innovation, and perhaps why they are
produced and what, if anything. may be done about it.
For this case study, the introduction of continuous-aim
firing in the United States Navy has been selected. The
systen:. first devised by an English officer in 1898. was
introduced into our Navy in the years 1900-1902.
I have chosen to study this episode for two reasons.
First, a navy is not unlike a society that has been placed
under laboratory conditions. lts dimensions are severely
limited; it is beautifully ordered and articulated; it is
relatively isolated from random influences. For these
reasons the impact of change can h e clearly discerned,
the resulting dislocations in the structure easily discovered and marked out. In the second place, the developn~entof coritinuons-aim firing rests upon mechanical
devices. I t , therefore. presents for study a concrete.
durable situation. It is not like many other innovating
reagents-a Manichean heresy, or Marxism, or the views
of Sigmund Freud-that can be shoved and hauled out
of shape I)} contending forces or conflicting prejudices.
A t all tirnes we know exartjy what continnous-aim firing
really i2. It will be well now to describe, as briefly as
possible. uihat it is.
The governing fact in gunfire at sea is that the gun
is mounted on an unstable platform-a
rolling ship.
This constant motion obiiously complicates the problem of holding a stead) aim. Before 1898 this problem
was solved in the following elementary fashion. A gun
pointer estimated the range of the target---ordinarily
about 2800 yards. He then raised the gun barrel to give
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Continuous-aim firing on the Cniisrr Birmingham. 1913
the gun the elevation to carrv the shell lo the target at
I ~ estimated
P
range. This was accomplished hy turning
a small wheel on the gun mount that operated the elevating pears. With the gun thus fixed for range, the gun
pointer peered through open sights, not unlike those
on a "sinall rifle. and waited until the roll of the ship
brought the sights on the target. He then pressed the
firing button that discharged the gun. There were. by
1898. on some naval guns, telescope sights which naturally enlarged the image of the target for the gun pointer.
But these sights were rarely used by gun pointers. They
were lashed securely to the gun barrel and. recoiling
with the barrel. jammed back against the unwary pointer's eye. Therefore. when u"ed at ail. they were used
only to take an initial sight for purposes of estimating
the range before the gun was fired.
Notice now ~ v v othings about the process. First of all,
the rapidity of fire was controlled by the rolling period
of the ship. Pointers had to wait for the one moment in
the roll when the sights were brought on the target.
Notice also this: There is in every pointer what is called
a "firing interval"-the
time lag between his impulse
to fire the gun and the translation of this impulse into
the art of pressing the firing button. A pointer, because
of this reaction time. could not wait to fire the gun
until the exact moment when the roll of the ship brought
the sight-? onto the target; he had to will to fire a little
before. while the sights were off the target. Since the
firing interval was an individual matter, varying obviously from man to man, each poiner had to estimate,
from long practice, his own interval and compensate for
i t accordingly.
These- things. together with others we need not here
inteatipate. conspired to make gunfire at eea relatively
uncertain and ineffective. The pointer. o n a moving platform, estirnatingrange and firing interval. shooting while
hi* sight was off the target. became in a sense an indiv idual artist.
In 1898. rnany of the uncertainties were removed
from the process. and the position of the gun pointer
radically altered, [i) the introduction of contim~on'-airn
firing. 'The major change \*as that which enabled the
g u n pointer to keep his sight and gun barrel on the
target throughout the roll of the ship. This was accomplished by altering the gear ratio in the elevating gear
to permit a pointer to compensate for the roll of the
ve-ssel by rapidly elevating and depressing the gun.
From this change another followed. With the possibility
of maintaining the gun alviak" on the target. the desirability of improved sights became immediately ap-

parent. The advantages of the telescope sight, as opposed
to the open sight. were for the first time fully realized.
But the existing telescope sight, it will be recalled moved
with the recoil of the gun and jammed back against !he
eye of the gunner. To correct this, the sight was mounted
on a sleeve that permitted the gun barrel to recoil
through it without moving thp telescope.
t h e s e two improvements--in elevating gear and sighting-eliminated
the major uncertainties in gunfire at
sea and greatly increased the possibilities of both acrurate
and rapid fire.
You must take my word for it that this changed naval
gunnery from an art to a science. and that gunnery
accuracy in the British and our Yavy increased about
3000 per cent in six years. This doesn't mean much except
to suggest a great increase in accuracy. The following
comparative figures may mean a little more. In 1899
five ships of the North Atlantic Squadron fired five
minutes each at a lightship hulk at the cornentional range
of 1600 yards. 4fter twenty-five minutes of banging away
two hits had been made on the sails of the elderly
vessel. Six years later one naval gunner made 15 hits
in one minute at a target 75 x 25 feet at the same range;
half of them hit in a hull's eye 50 inches square.
Now with the instruments (the gun. elevating gear,
and telescope). the method, and the results of continuous-aim firing in mind. let us turn to the subject of
major interest: how was the idea. obviously so simple
an idea. of continuous-aim firing developed: who iritroduced it ; and what was its reception?

Introduction of an idea
I'he idea was the product of the fertile mind of the
English officer. Admiral S i r Perry Scott. He arrived at
it in this way, while. in 1898. he was the captain of
H. M. S. Srylla. For the previous two or three years
he had given much thought, independently and almost
alone in the British Navy, to means of improving gunnery.
One rough day, when the ship, at target practice. was
pitching and rolling violently. he walked up and down
the p r l (deck watching his gmi crews. Because of the
heavy weather they were making very bad scores. Srott
noticed, however. that one pointer was appreciably more
accurate than the rest. He watched this man with care
and saw, after a time. that he was unronsriou~ly working his elevating gear back and forth in a partially
successful effort to compensate for the roll of the vessel.
ft flashed through Scott's mind at that morneni that here
was the sovereign remedy for the problems of inaccurate
fire. What one man could do partially and unconsciously. perhaps all men could b'3- trained to do const-ioiisly
and completely.
Acting on this a'-sumption. he did three things. First.
in all the guns of the Scylla, he changed the gear ratio
in the elevating gear. previously used only to set the
gun in fiwd position for range. so that a gunner could
easily elevate and depress the giiri to follow a target
throughout the roll. Second. he rerigged his telescopes
so that they would not be influenced by the recoil of
the gun. Third, he ripped a small target at the mouth
of the gun. which was moved up and down by a crank
to simiilate a moving target. By following this target
a*-it moved. and firing at it with a subcalibre rifle rigged
in the breech of the gun. the pointer could practice every
day. Thus equipped. the ship became a training ground
for gunners. Where before the good pointer was an individnal artist. pointer"-;How became trained technicians,
fairly uniform in their capacity to shoot. The effect was
immediately felt. Within a year the Scylla eqtahlished
records that were remarkable.

\t this point I should like to stop a minute to notice
several things directly related to, and involved in, tlie
process of innovation. First, the personality of the innovator. I wish there were space to say a good deal
about Admiral Sir Percy Scott. He was a -wonderful man.
Three small hits of evidence must suffice. however. First.
he had a certain mechanical ingenuity. Second. his personal life was shot through with frustration and Litterness. There was a divorce, and a quarrel "with the ambitious Lord Charles Beresford-the
sounds of which,
Scott liked to recall. penetrated to the last outposts of
empire. Finally, he possessed- like Swift, a savage indignation directed ordinarily at the inelastic intelligence
of all constituted authority--especially
the Britii-11
Admiralty.
There are other points worth mention here. Notice
first that Scott was not responsible for the invention
of the basic instruments that made the reform in gunnery
possible. This reform rested upon the gun itself, which
as a rifle had been in existence on ships for at least
forty years; the elevating gear. which had been. in the
form Scot1 found it. a part of the rifled gun from the
beginning; and the telescope sight. which had been on
shipboard at least eight \ears. Scott's contribution Mas
to bring these three elements. appropriately modified,
into a combination that made continuous-aim firing
possible for the first time. hotice also that lie was alloved to bring these elements into combination by accident, by watching the unconscious action of a gun pointer
endeavoring through the operation of his elevating gear
to correct partially for the roll of his versel.

The prepared mind is not enough
Scott, as we have seen. had been interested in gunner? ;
he had thought about ways to increase accuracy by
practice and improvement of existing machinery; but
able as he was. he had not been able to produce on his
own initiative and by his own thinking the essential
idea and modify instruments to fit his purpose. Notice
here finally, the intricate interaction of chance. the intellectual climate. and Scott's mind. Fortune (in this
case the unaware gun pointer) indeed favors the prepared mind. but eten fortune dnd the prepared mind
need a favorable environment before they can conspire
to produce sudden change. Ko intelligence can proceed
very far above the threshold of existing data or the binding combinations of existing data.
All these elements that enter into what may be called
'"original thinking" interest me as a teacher. Deeply
rooted in the pedagogical mind often enough is a sterile
infatuation nith "inert ideas"; there is; thus alwajs
present in the profession the tendency to he diveited
from the process by which these ideas. or indeed any
ideas. are reallj produced. 1 well remember with what
contempt a clas* of mine. which was reading Leonardo
da Vinci's Notebooks, dismissed the author because h e
appeared to know iio more mechanics than. as one wit
in the class observed. a Vermont Republican farmer of
the present day. This is perhap' the res-lilt to be expected from a method of instruction that too frequently
implies that the great generalizatioiis Â¥wer the result,
on the one hand, of chance-an apple falling in an
orchard or a teapot boiling on the liearth-or.
on the
other hand. of some tottering intelligence proceeding in
isolation inexorabl~ toward some prefigured idea. like
evolution, for example.
r
This pioce>s bj which new concepts appear, the interaction of fortune. intellectual climate. and the prepared
imaginative mind. is an interesting subject for exarriination offered b j atiy case rtud) of innovation. l i bas a
%

subject that momentarily engaged the attention of Horace
%alpole. whose lis-ome intelligence glided o \ e r the surface of so man) ideas. In reflecting upon the part played
b) chance in the development of riev concepts, h e rerailed the ;-tory of the three princes of Serendip "who
-et out to find same interesting object on a journey
through their realin. The) did not find the particular
object of their search- hut along the way they disco~ered
niaiiy iie'w things siniply b e c a ~ ~they
e were looking for
sonu~thing. R alpole believed this intellectual method
ought to be g i ~ e na narne-in honor of the founders Serendipity ; and Serendipity cei t'iinlj exert5 a considerable influence in %hat n e call original thinking. There
is an element of Sereiidipitj, for exairiple. in Scott's
~liant'e (li:co\eij of continuous-aim firing iii that he
wa*. dud had been. looking for some means to improie
his target practice ~ n ds-tumbled upon a aolutiori. by
observation, that hdd never entered his head.

It was in 1900 that Pert;) Scott went out to the
l:hina Station as coniniaiidiug officer of H.M.S. Terrible.
In that ?hip he continued his training methods and his
spectacular buwessea in naial gunnery. On the China
Station lie met up with an American junior officer,
\\ illiarn S. Sims-. Sims had little of the mechanical
ingenuity of I'eicj Scott. but the two were drawn together by temperamental bimilaiities that arc worth
noticing here. Sims had the same intolerance for what
is called snit-and-polish and the same contempt for
bureaucratic inertia as his Ih'itiah brother officer He
had l o r some jears been roncerned, as had Scott. with
what he took to be the inefficiency of his own havy. Just
before he met Scott. for example. he had shipped out to
China in the brand neb+ pride of the fleet. the battleship
Kentucky. After careful investigation and reflection he
had informed his superiors in Washington she was not
a battleship at all-"but a crime against the white race."
The spirit with ~ h i c hhe pushed forward his efforts
to reform the naval service can best be stated in Ins
own words to a brother officer: "I am perfectly willing
that those holding views different from mine should continue to live, but with every fibre of nij being I loathe
indirection and shiftiness. and where it occurs in high
place, and is used 10 save face at the expense of the
vital interests of our great service (in which silly people
place such a childlike trust). I \<ant that man's blood
and I will have it no matter Vihat it costs me personally."
From Scott in 1900 Sirns learned all there was to
know dbout contir~uous-aim firing. He modified, with
the Englishrnaii's dctive absistarice. the gear on his own
ship and tried out the new system. After a few months'
training. hi? experimental batteries began making reinarkable records at target practice. Sure of the usefulness of his gunnery methods. Sinis then turned to the
task of educating the Navy at large. In 13 great official
reports he documented the case for continuous-aim firing,
supporting his arguments at every turn with a mass of
factual data. Over a period of two years, he reiterated
three principal points: First. he continually cited the
records established 1)) Scott's ships. the Scylla and the
Ttar~i/)l(zand suppoited these with tlie accumulating data
from his own tests on an American ship; second, h e described the mechanisms us-ed and the training procedures
iiistituted by Scott and himself to obtain these records;
third. he explained that our own mechanisms were not
generally adequate without modification to meet the
demands placed on thein by coiitinuoiis-aim firing. Our
elevating gear. useful to raise or lower a gmi slowly to
fix it in position for the proper range, did not always
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work easily and rapidly enough to enable a gunner to
F'ollow a target with his gun throughout the roll of the
ship. Sims also explained that such few telescope sights
as there were on board our ships were useless. Their
cross wires were so thick or coarse that they obscured the
target. and the sights had been attached to the gun in
such a way that the recoil system of the gun plunged
the eyepiece against the eye of the gun pointer.
This was the substance not only of the first but of all
the succeeding reports written on the subject of gunnery
from the China Station. It will be interesting to see what
response these met ftith in Washington. TTie response
falls roughly into three easily inderitifiable stages.
First stage: no response. Sims had directed his cornmenis to the Bureau of Ordnance and the Bureau of
Navigation; in both bureaus there was dead silence.
The thing-claims and records of continuous-aim firing
-was not credible. The reports were simply filed away
and forgotten. Some indeed. it was later discovered to
Sims' delight, were half eaten away by cockroaches.
Second stage: rebuttal. It is never pleasant for any man
to have his Lest work left unnoticed by superiors. and
it was an unpleasantness that Sims suffered extremely
ill. In his later reports. beside the arciimulating data
he used to clinch his argument. he changed his tone.
He used deliberately shocking language because, as he
said, "They were furious at my first papers and stowed
them away. I therefore made up my mind I would give
these later papers such a form that they would be dangerous documents to leave neglected in the files." To another
friend he added, " f want scalps or nothing and if I
can't have 'err1 f won't play."

Sims gets attention
Besides altering his tone, he took another step to be
sure his views would receive attention. He sent copies
of his reports to other officers in the fleet. Aware. as a
result, that Sims' gunnery claims were being circulated
and talked about, the men in Washington were then
stirred to action. They responded-notably
through the
Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance. who had general
charge of the equipment used in gunnery practice--as
follows: ( 1 ) Our equipment was in general as good
as the British: ( 2 "inre our equipment was as good.
the trouble must be with the men. but the gun pointer
and the trainingoof gun pointers were the responsibility
of the officers on the ships: ( 3 ) and most significant
-continuous-aim
f i r i n g w a s impossible. Experiments
had revealed that five men at work on the elevating gear
of a six-inch gun could not produce the power necessary to compensate for a roll of five degrees in ten
seconds. These experiments and calculations demonstrated beyond peradventure or doubt that Scott's system of
gunfire wac not possible.
O n l y one difficulty is discoverable in these arguments:
they were wrong at important points. To begin with,
while there was little diflerence between the standard
British equipment and the standard U. S. equipment. the
instruments on Scott's two ships, the Scylla and the
T f ~ i r i b l c were
.
far better than the standard equipment
o n our chips. Second, all the men could not be trained
i n continuous-aim firing until equipment was improved
throughout the fleet. Third. the experiments with the
elevating gear had been ingeniously contrived at the
Washington Navy Yard-on solid ground. It had. therefore. been possible in the Rureau of Ordnance calculation. to dispense with Newton's first law of motion,
which naturally operated at sea to assist the gunner in

elevating or depressing a gun mounted on a moving
ship. Another difficulty was of course thai continuousaim firing was in use on Scott's and some of our own
ships at the time the Chief of the Bureau of Ordnance
was writing that it was a mathematical impossibility. In
every way I find this second skage. the apparent resort
to reason, the most entertaining and instructive in our
investigation of the responses to innovation.
Third stage: name calling. Sims, of course. by the high
temperature he waq running and by his calculated overstatement. invited this. He was told in official endorsements on his reports that there were others quite ac
sincere and loyal as he and far less difficult; he was
dismissed as a crack-brain egotist: he was called a deliberate falsifier of evidence.

Sims gets action
The rising opposition and the character of the opposition was not calculated to discourage further effort-'
by Sims. It convinced him that he was being attacked
by shifty. dishonest men who were the victims. as he
said. of insufferable conceit and ignorance. He made
up his mind. therefore, that he was prepared to go to
any extent to obtain the '"scalps"' and the "blood" he
was after. Accordingly he, a lieutenant. took the exiraordinary step of writing the President of the United
States. Theodore Roosevelt, to inform him of the remarkable records of Scott's ships. of the inadequacy of
our own gunnery routines and records, and of the refusal of the Navy Department to act. Roosevelt, who
always liked to respond to such appeals when he conveniently could. brought Sims back from China late
in 1902 and installed 'him as Inspector of Target Practice. a post the naval officer held throughout the rernaining six years of the Administration.
With this sequence of events (the chronological account of the innovation of contir~uouc-aim firing) in
mind, it is possible now to examine the evidence to
see what light it may throw on our present interestthe origins of and responses to change in a society.
First, the origins. We have already analyzed briefly
the origins of the idea. We have seen how Scott arrived at his notion. We must now ask ourselves. I ihink.
why Sims so actively sought. almost alone among his
brother officers. to introduce the idea into his service.
It is particularly interesting here to notice again that
neither Scott nor Sims invented the instruments on which
the innovation rested. They did not urge their proposal
because of pride in the instruments of their own design.

The Engineer and the Entrepreneur
The telescope sight had first been placed on shipboard in 1892 by Rradley Fiskee, an officer of great inventive capacity. I n that year Fiske had even sketched
out on paper the vague possibility of continuous-aim
firing. hut hi= sight was condemned by his commanding
officer. Robley D. Evans; as of no use. Instead of fighting for his telescope F i ~ k eturned his attention to a range
finder. But six years later Sims took over and became
the engineer of the revolution.
I would suggest. with some reservations. this explanation: Fiske. as an inventor, took his pleasure in great
part from the design of the device. He lacked, not so
much the energy as the overriding sense of social necessity, that would have enabled him to force revolutionary
ideas on the service. Sime possessed this sense. [ri Fiske
we may here find the familiar plight of the engineer
who often enough must watch the products of his ingenuity being organized and promoted by other mpn,

These other promotional men, when they appear in the
world of commerce, are called entrepreneurs. In the
world of ideas they are still entrepreneurs.
Sims was one. a middle-aged man caught in the
periphery (as a lieutenant) of the intricate webbing of
a precisely organized society. Rank, the exact definition
and limitation of a man's capacity at any given moment
in his own career, prevented Sims from discharging
all his exploding energies into the purely routine channels of the peacetime Navy. At the height of his powers
he was a junior officer standing watches on a ship cruising aimlessly in friendly foreign waters. The remarkable
changes in syhtems of gunfire to which Scott introduced
him gave him the opportunity to expend his energies
quite legitimately against the eiicrus-ted hierarchy of his
society. He was moved. it seems to me, in part by his
genuine desire to improve his own profession but also
in part hy rebellion against tedium. against inefficiency
from on high, and against the artificial limitations placed
on his actions by the social structure, in his case junior
rank.

Responding to change
Now having brief)) imehtigated tlie origins of the
change, let us examine the reasons for what must be
considered the weird responfce we have observed to this
proposed change. Here was a reform that greatly and
demonstrably increased the fighting effectiveness of a
service that maintains itself almost exclusively to fight.
Why then this refusal to accept so carefully documented
a case; a case proved incontestably by records and experience? Why should virtually all the rulers of a w cietj so resolutely seek to reject a change that so markedly improved its chances for survival in a q contest with
competing societies?
There are the o h ~ i o u s reahon;- that will occur to
everyone-he
source of the proposed reform was an
obscure junior officer 8000 miles away; he was, and this
is a significant factor. criticizing gear arid machinery
designed by the very men in the bureaus to whoni lie
was bending his criticisms. And furthermore. Sims was
seeking to introduce what he claimed were improvement3
in a field where improvements appeared unnecessary.
Superiority in war. as in other things, is a relative
matter, arid the Spanish-American War had been won
b y the old system of gunnery. Therefore. it-was superior
even though of the 9500 shots fired, at varying but close
ranges. only 121 had found their mark.
A less obvious cause appears 11y f a r the moht in>portant one. It has to do with the f a d that the Navj
is not onl) an armed force: it is a society. In the fort}
years following the Civil War, this society had been
forced to accommodate itself to a series of technological
change;---the ateam turbine. the electric motor. the rifled
shell of great explosive power. case-hardened steel armor,
and all the rest of it. These changes wrought extraordinary c h a n g e in >hip design. dud. therefore. iii the
concepts- of how ?hips were to be used: that is. in flee)
tactics. and even in naval strategy. The havj of this
period is a paradise for the historian or sociologist in
search of evidence of a society's response- to change.
To thes-e mnnerous innovations. produring a+ they did
a i-preading disorder throughout a service with lied\
the Navj respondcomxnitinents to f o r r ~ ~ aorganization.
l
ed with grudging pain. Jt is wrong to assume. as civilians
frequently do. that this blind reaction to technological
change springs exclusively from some causeless Bourbon distemper that invade;- the military mind. There
is a sounder and more attractive base. The opposition.
where it occurs. of the soldier and the bailor to hiich

change +ring> from thc noinial human instinct to
protect oneself and more especially one's way of life.
Military organizations are societies built around and
upon the prevailing weapon systems. Intuitively and
quite correctly the militaij man feels that a change in
weapon portends a rhange in the arrarigements of his
society.
Think of it this v a ) . Since the time that the memory
of man runneth not to the contrarj. the naval society
has been built upon the surface vessel. Daily routines,
hahiis of mind. +ocial organization. plq Gcal accommodations, con1 entions. rit Udlr. rph itual allegiances have
been conditioned 1)) the essential fact of the ship. What
then happens to l o u r societj if the ship is displaced
as the principal element 1)) hlkch a radically different
weapon a- the plane? The mores and s-tructure of the
$ociet) aie irnrnediatelj placed in jeopardy. They may,
m fact, be wholly destroyed. It was the witty cliche
of the 20'a that those navdl officers who peisisted in defending tiit- battlerhip against the dpparentlj superior
claims of the carrier did so because the battleship was
a more comfortable home. \^hat. from one point of
view. is a better argument?
This hentiment would appear to account in large part
for the opposition to Sinis: it
the product of an
instinctive protective feeling. even if the reasons for
this feeling were not oveit or iecogri~ed. The years
after 1902 proied how riglit. in their terms. the opposition was. From changes- in gunner\ flowed a n extraordinar) complex of change:: in shipboard routines,
ship design. and fleet tactics. There was. too. a social
change. In the d a j s when gunnery was laken lightly.
the gunnery officer TABS taken lightly. After 1903. he
became one of the most s i p i f i f ant and powerful rnemhers of a ship's cornpan), and this shift of emphasis
naturally was -hortlj n-fleded in promotion lists. Eat&
Ã
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on the attack against higher authorit!. a rebelliou~spirit.
( 4 ) He and his colleagues Mere opposed on this
ocrasion by men who were apparently rrirned hv three
considerations: honest disbelief in the dramatic hut
substantiated claims of the nevi proce-i--: protection of
the existing devices arid in'-itrurnents with which they
identified themselves: and maintenance of the existirig
society with which they were identified.
( 5 ) The deadlock between those who -!ourfit change
and thow who sought to retain thin"; a< they nere was
broken only by a n appeal to superior force: a force
rernoved from arid iinidpntified with the mores. cornentions. devices of the society. This seems to me a very
important point. The naial society in 1900 broke down
in it? effort to accommodate itself to a nev> situation.
The appeal i o Roosevelt is documentation for Vahan's
great g e n e r a l i ~ a ~ i othat
n
no milifary service should or
can undertake to reform itself. It must seek assistance
from outside.
Now with thew t h e summary points in rru'n0, i t may
be possible to seek. as suggested at the outset. a few
larger implications from this story. What. if anything,
may it suggest about the gerieral process by whir-h any
society attempts to meet changing rotidition-!?

N o society can reform itself?

Sims. charactwisticaliv choleric. and Theodore Roosevelt
one of these changes provoked a dislocation in the naval
society. and with man's troubled foresight and natural
indisposition to break u p classic forms. the men in
Washington withstood the Sims onslaught as long as
they could. It is very significant that they withstood
it until an agent from outside-outride
and abovewho was not clearly identified with the naval society.
entered to force change.
This agent, the President of the United States. might
reasonably and legitimately claim the credit for restoring our gunnery efficiency. But this restoration by force
majeure was brought about at great cost to the service
and men involved. Ritternesses. suspicions, wounds were
caused that it was impossible to conceal o r heal.
Now this entire episode mav be summed u p in five
separate points :
( 1 ) The essential idea for change occurred in part
by charwe. hut in an environment that contained all
the essential elements for change. and to a mind prepared to recognize the possihilit) of change.
( 2 ) The basic elements-the
gun. gear. and sightwere put in the environment by other men: men interested in designingrnachinery to serve different purposes.
or simply interested in the instrumentq themselves.
( 3 I These elements were brought into sucres~fulcombination by minds not interested in the instruments for
themsehes. but in what they could do with them. These
minds were. to be sure. interested in good gunnerv.
overtly and consciously. They may also, not so coriscionsly. have been interested in the implied revolt that
is present in the support of all change. Their temperamerits and careers indeed support this view. From
gunnery. S i m ~went on to attack ship designs. existing
fleet tactics, and methods of promotion. He lived and
died, as the service said, a stormy petrel. a man always

There is, to begin with. a distnrhing inference half
concealed in Mahan's staterr~enithat n o military organization can reform itself. Certainly civilians would agree
with this. We a11 know now that war and the preparation of war is too important. as Clemerweau said,
to be left to the general^. But military organizations are
really societies-more
rigidly structiired. more highly
integrated than most comrnuriities. but still societieq.
What then if we make this phrase to read. "Vo society
can reform itself"? Is the process of adaptation to
change. for example. too important to be left to human
beings? This is a discouraging thought. and historirally
there is some c a i w to be di~roiiraged.
This is a subject to which v>e may well address ourselves. Our society. especially. is built. as \ h a i e said,
just as surely upon a changing technology as the Navy
of the 90"s was built upon changing weapon systems.
How then can we find the nieans to accept with 1ecs pain
to ourselves and less damage to our social organization
the dislocations in our society that are produced hv
innovation?
cannot. of course. give any satisfying
answer to thew difficult question'-!.But in thinking about
the case stud! before ur. an idea occurred to me that
at least might warrant further imestigation by men far
more qualified than I.
A primary w i r c e of conflict and tension in our case
study appears to lie i n this great bard 1 have used PO
often in the summary -the unrd, idefilifiration. ft cannot have evaped notice that Gorne men identified themselves with their c r e a t i o n ~ ~ s i g h t sgun.
.
gear. and so
forth-and
thus obtained a presumed sati4action from
the thing itself. a satisfaction that prevented ~liernfrom
thinking too closely on either the use or the deferts
of the thing: that others identified t h e m s e h e ~ nith a
settled n a y of life they had inherited or accepted with
minor modification and rfnis found their ~arii-'facfiori
in attempting to maintain that \\a\ of life unchanged:
and that still others identified l h e r n ~ ees
l ~ as rebellions
spirits. men of the insiirgenl cast of mirid, and thus
obtained a satisfaction from the act of revolt itself.
This purely personal identification with a concept.
a convention, or an attitude w o u l d appear to lie a powerful barrier in the way of easily acceptable change. Here
is an interesting primitive example. hi the years from

r

1864-1871 ten steel companies in the country began
making steel by the new Bessemer process. All but one
of them at the outset imported from Great Britain E n g
lish workmen familiar with the process. One, the Cambria
Con~pany,did not. In the first few years those companies
with British labor established a n initial superiority. But
by the end of the 707s, Cambria had obtained a commanding lead over all competitors.
The Bebsemer process, like any new technique. had
been constantly improved and refined in this period
from 1864-1871. The British laborers of Cambria's competitors, secure in the performance of their own original
techniques, resisted and resented all change. The Pennsyl\ania farm boys. untrammeled by the rituals and traditions of their craft, happily and rapidly adapted
themselves to the constantl~ changing process. They
ended by creating an unavailable con~petitixeposition
for their company.
How then can we modify the dangerous effects of
this word identification? And how much can we tamper
with this identifying process? Our security. much of
it. after all. comes from giving our allegiance to something greater than ourselves. These are difficult questions
to which only the most tentative and provisional answers
may here be proposed for consideration.
The danger of limited identifications

If one looks clobely at this little case history, one
discovers that the men involved were the victims of
severely limited identifications. They were presumably
all part of a society dedicated to the process of national
defense, yet they persisted in aligning then~selves with
separate parts of that process-with
the existing instruments of defense, with the existing customs of the society. or with the act of rebellion against the customs of
the society. Of them all. the insurgents had the best
of it. They could, and did. say that the process of
defense was improved by a gun that shot straighter
and faster, and since they wanted such guns. they were
unique among their fellow;.-patriots
who sought only
the larger object of improved defense. But this beguiling statement-even
when coupled with the recognition
that these men were right. and extremely valuable and
deserving of respect and admiration-cannot
conceal
the fact that they were interested too in scalps and
blood. They were so interested. in fact, that the) made
their case a militant one and thus created an atrnosphere in wbich self-respecting men could not capitulate
without appearing either weak or wrong or both. So
these limited identifications brought men into conflict
with each other, and the conflict prevented them from
arriving at a common acceptance of a change that prei-umably. as men interested in our total national defense,
they would all find desirable.
It appears. therefore, if 1 am correct in rny absessinent,
that we might spend some time and thought on the passibility of enlarging the sphere of our identifications
from the part to the whole. For example. those Peniis)ll a n k farm boys at the Cambria Steel Company were,
apparent!), much more interested in the manufacture
of steel than in the preservation of an) particular way
of making .steel. S o I would euggest that in studyirig
innovation we look further into this possihilitj: the
possibility that any group that exists for any purposethe family. the factory- the educational institutionmight begin by defining for itself its grand object. and
see to it that that grand object is communicated to etery
member of the group. Thus defined and communicated,

it might serve as a unifying agent against the dibruptive
local allegiances of the inevitable smaller elements that
compose an? group. It may also s e n e as a means' to increase the acceptability of any change that would assisi
in the more efficient achievement of the grand object.
There appears also a i-econd possible way to combat
the untoward influence of limited identifications. We arc.
1 may repeat, a society based on technology in a time
of prodigious technological advance. and a civilization
committed irrevocably to the theory of evolution. These
things mean that we believe in change; they suggesi
that if we are to survive in good health we must become
an "adaptive society." By the word '"adaptive" is meant
the ability to extract the fullest possible returns from
the opportunities at hand; the ability of Sir Percy
Scott to select judiciously from the ideas and material
presented both Ijy the past and present and to throw
them into a new combination. "Adaptive." ai- here used,
also means the kind of resilience that will enable us to
accept fully and easily the best promises of changing
circumstances without losing our sense of continuity or
our essential integriy.
We are not yet emotionally an adaptive society. though
we try systematically to develop forces that tend to make
ui; one. B e encourage the search for new inventions:
we keep the mind stimulated. bright. and free to seek
out fre;.h means of transport. communication. and
energy ; yet we remain, in part. appalled by the consequences of our ingenuity and, too frequeiitl). try to find
security through the shoring up of ancient and irrelev ant conventions. the extension of pure1 y physical safeguards. or the delivery of decisions we ourselves should
make into the keeping of superior authority like the state.
These solutions are not necessarily unnatural or wrong,
but historically they have not been enough. and I suspect
they never will be enough to gjxe us the serenity and
competence w e seek.

A new view of ourselves
If the preceding statements are correct. they suggest
that we might give some attention to the construction
of a new view of ourselves as a society which in time of
great change identified itself with and obtained security
and satisfaction from the wise and creative accomrnodation to change itself. Such a view rests. 1 think. upon a
relatively greater reverence for the mere process of living in a society than we possess today. and a relatively
smaller respect for and attachment to any special product of a society -a ~ r o d u c teither as finite as a bathroom fixture or as conceptual as a fixed and final definition of our Constitution or our democracy.
Historically such an identification with process as
opposed to product, with adventurous selection and
adaptation as opposed to simple retention and pobessiveness. has been difficult to achieve collectively. The Roman
of the early republic. the Italian of the late fifteenth
and early sixteenth century. or the Englishman of Elizabeth's time appear to have been most successful in seizing the new o~portunitieswhile conserving as much of
the heritage of the past as they found relevant and useful to their purpose.
We seem to have fallen on times similar to theirs,
when many of the existing forms and schemes have lost
meaning in the face of dramatically altering circumdances. Like them we may find at least part of our
salvation in identifying ourselves with the adaptive process and thus share with them some of the joy. exhuberance. satisfaction, and security with which they
out to meet their changing times.
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What it's

like to c l i m b the

highest unclimbed mountain in
the North American continent

by William R. Hainsworth '1 8

The author on the spot

T

HE SEWARD GLACIER STORM was running true
to form when Walter Wood ~uggested I take

advantage of the "socked in" day to jot down a few notes
on the ascent of Mount Vancouver while memories were
fresh. Immediately my thoughts wandered through a
maze of trifling things. The layer of ice and frost
crystals inside our shoes in the morning-the
socks and
inner soles which were frozen in our shoes when we
tried to remove them before getting into the sack-the
howl and spoon which served all courses. finally coming
clean with the coffee. which was almost strong enough to
dissolve the porcelain-gasoline-impregnated suppliesthe snow crystals which formed inside the tent and
turned to miniature rainstorms when the sun announced
a good day-the
debates between nature and the fact
that it uas cold o u t s i d e ~ t h e s eand similar trifles were
the important things. E ~ e nthe tthiskbroom, which had
first impressed me as a foolish luxury. gained respect
after failure to use it resulted in puddles of melted snow
on, and in. rny sleeping bag.
The really important thing. of course. was that. for
the second summer. Mt. Vancouver was included in
Project Snow Cornice plans. The expedition was uridei
the able leadership of Color~elWalter 4. Wood. Director
of the New York Office of the Arctic Institute of North
America and President of the American Alpine Club.
His long climbing and expedition experience in Alaska
was the primary factor in the success of the trip.
Vancouver had a special meaning for Walt. In the
summer of 1918 he had. in effect, opened up the Seward
Basin territory with modern expedition methods, using
air supply. Vancouver, rising to 15,850 feet. was the
highest unclirnbed individual mountain mass in the
region (although it should he noted that Mt. King, with
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its 17.000 feet. is also iinclimhed. and a beautiful rnouritain in its own right --though it i-s sometimes considereri
a part of the Mt. Logan m a s s h e ) . '4s president of the
'Vmericari 41pine Club. 'Walt saw only one course to pursue-climb
the mountain! But that w a s not so easily
done. The expedition plane turned over on a glacier
landing. Since Walt was responsible for the expedition
he stayed on the job to work out some rneans of getting
out of the Basin. In the meantimr. a part) attempted the
North Ridge. but was turned back by the approach of a
severe coastal storm and a shortage- of supplies. This
left Vancouver unconquered in 1918--an0 eien rnorp
desirable than before.
Since the climb was integrated with the scientific
activities of the 1919 expedition w e were able tn take
full advantage of the Norsernart ~ki-equippedairplan(,
cupport. parachute and drop loads, the comfortable
facilities of a Jamesuay base camp hut on the Nunatak
( a rock island in the Seward Glacier) adjacent to Mi.
Vancouver. and excellent food and equipment: all the
result of many hours of hard work and p1annin";ong
before the expedition reached the Seward Glacier.
I left New York by commercial plane on Junr 12.
spent a few days in Seattle, and landed o n the excellent
airfield of Yakutat, some 300 miles north of Juneau. on
the afternoon of the 15ih. On June 16 IVTaury King, the
expedition pilot, flew us in to the Niinatak. O n July 5,
T arrived on top of Vancouver with three companions.
Rut I'm getting ahead of my story.
First let's pause f o r a better look at the St. Elias
Mountains. to which range Vancouver belongs. It is a
land of va-st expanses and deceptive distances. and a
land of extremes. At times the midday glare and heat
on the Glacier is almost unbearable. Storms come and

go i i i
i i i d ~ e iot hour^--01 la>\ lor dais. Winds are
liigh dud (old -or t h e ib a dead calm. The i - n o v v is
as hard as ice one d a j and the next jou sink to joui
knee* in it. It it. apectaculaily beautiful, and the
delight dud despaii of the camera f a n : ddight--because
there is a dailj temptation to photogiaph eve1 ything in
sight; and despaii-because the light meter ~ieedlerepeatedh jumps beyond the end of the scale in its effort
to warn against olerexposure.
The has-in of the Sew aid Glacie~to the west of Vancoinei. in which the base camp was located. is idther
inaccessible. to put it mildly. It lies only 25 miles
from tidewater, but the circuitous approach-over
die
Mala:?pina Claciei. or along s e ~ e r a l alternate routes
oiei the Huhbard Glacier to the ea5t ot Vancouverwould iiorrnaIl\ require a great deal of time and heartbreaking ldhor in relaying .supplies O V C J heavily crevassed .%red?.
The baain itself is roughly 750 square miles, and is
suirounded 11) the enormous masses of Mt. Cook (13.760
feet). Mt. Augusta (14.070). Mt. St. Elia;, (18.808).
Mt. Logan l 19.850). Mt. McArthin ( l4.400), and Vancomer. The Lai-iii appear:? relatively flat. has large areas
flee from crrvas-es. and has excellent landing tields.
especi'all j in ear ly Bummer.
We were all well supplied with Snow Cornice and
pers-oiial equipment. Li. S. Armj double sleepirig bags
p u n e d t o he ver} practical in cornl~iiidtion \\it11 air
rnattresseb. At the hut the outei Lag alone ~ d satisfacs
tor). hit11 occa~ioiialteuipciature;- of 15 at night. To
c3on5ene weight- the inner Lag onlj was used on the
clinih, with ilie lowest night temperatures about zero and
moderate hut g ~ r t yv ~ i r i d ~1. Iistened to several discuss-ions at the Nunatak base camp on the alleged advantage?
oi crawling into one"= sleeping bag without benefit of
CI

u n d ~wi ~ r hut
. derided i n i'o~egoexperirneiiling in this
field. J t seemed the b e t t e ~part ol valor to retain some
clothes dnd place the remainder between the air mattress
and hag. Walt Wood's modified Mead tents, used in
pairs; provided us with two bedrooms and a connecting
vestibule. On t ^ o occasions the parachute loads dropped
on the mountain provided a box which served as a storage cabinet and kitchen table when placed in the vestibule. Of much greater importance were the things
which came to our door in the box. Perhaps it would
be more accurate to s a j that the door came to the box,
since two of our camps were established at the point
where we found ihe parachute loads.
So it happened that we lived in comparative luxury
on the mountain. bl~aiiki- to the airplane and Walt's
expedition philosophy. Vt e had all the food supplies
desired, and if a q o n e suffered for lack of equipment it
was certainly not 1)ecaut.e it was unavailable. The 5 in 1
Army rations were suppleniented with canned fruits,
vegetables, and dehydrated foods. We were well supplied with raisiiis, dates, and figs. On the way up the
mountain it was only necefcsarj to back pack sleeping
bags. air mattress. personal belongings, climbing equipment, camera and film, and (idill food supplies. Coming
down our loads became progressi\ely heavier as we
recovered essential equipment from each one of the three
canlph.
The mountain is a big mass, typical of those in the
St. Elias range, and the selection of a route was not
entirely obvious, even with the information gained on
the 1948 experience. There are thiee minor summits
on the mile-long summit ridge. An approach from either
end seemed feasible, provided it did not imolve a lo
summit traverse. This, of course, depended on
relative elevations of the summit peaks.
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One purpose of the Arctic Institute studies was 1 0
determine accurately the elevations and positions of ihe
peaks in the Seward Glacier area, and adequate equipment for the purpose was at hand. Walt established a
960-foot base line on the Seward Glacier and triangulated the summits with a theodolite which could be read
accurately to five seconds. This corresponded to an
error of 15 feet at the distance of the summit from the
base. which is in the form of a symmetrically shaped
pyramid. The North Peak was found to be 150 feet
higher than the South Peak. A boundary survey had
established the latter at 15.700 feet: therefore. Vancouver
was found to have an elevation of 15.850 feet. with the
North Peak the highest.
This reduced the choice of routes to the North Ridge.
or a direct ascent up the glacier from the Northeast
basin. It was agreed that the ridge would he best even
though it included the prospect of several long and steep
icy pitches. Actually. the snow conditions in July 1949
were considerably improved over August 1918, as
observed by Bob McCarter. a graduate student at Stanford University. who was on both trips.
It was decided to establish three camps on the mountain; the first in a cirque just below the ridge. the
tecond on the ridge, and the third on a slope behind
Institute Peak, facing the final ridge. On June 27 the
weather appeared promising, so Walt and Boh took off
in the Norseman from the Glacier airstrip, with parachute loads containing tents, cooking equipment, food.
some rope and other supplies. One load was dropped in
the cirque below the North Ridge and another on the
slope back of Institute Peak.
Our start up the mountain was a complicated affair.
full of anticipation, weather uncertainties, and disappointments. On June 28, five of us got an early start
on skis-Walter
Wood, his son Peter, Noel Odell. a
visiting professor of geology at the University of British
Columbia, Bob McCarter, and I. Peter Wood had a
badly cut finger. He had been nursing it for several
days after a falling rock split it to the bone while we
were looking for coneys ( a species of rock rabbit) on

GLOSSARY
At this point in Mr. Hainsworth's article. nor)-

rnouritain-climbing readers may feel the need of
further explanation of come of the terms used.
Here it is:
c i r q u e ~ ~theatre-like
A
basin partly enclosed by
steep rock walls and developed by glacial
excavation-usually
at the head of a canyon or valley.
ice fall-Like
a waterfall, only ice: where an ice
stream descends a steep grade and is
bad1y crevassed and broken.
col-

Low saddle in a ridge or divide.

serac-Great
blocks of ice developed on ice
falls or by crevassing and breaking up
by sliding or glacial flowage.
couloir-A

more or less U-shaped chute extending
down a steep mountain slope.

Arctic Peak. just back of the Nunatak. Penicillin ointment proved very effective i n preventing infection. but
we had no sewing experience and the cut should have
been stitched.
Our route lay up the comparatively flat glacial arm
leading to the ice fall and cirque where we hoped to
establish Camp I. By the time we parked our sk'iÃ just
below the ice fall. the weather had turned and we were
confronted with low clouds and no sunshine. Nevertheless. it seemed best to go ahead and establish Camp I,
which we did. Later that afternoon Bob McCarter and
I went to the ridge above the camp and found the food
cache which had been left there by the 1948 party.
There was a high wind. with temperatures around 15
degrees and the cache was thoroughly frozen into the
rocks. This part of our adventure ended with some extra
food. a nipped finger. and a broken ice axe.
Since the weather was still uncertain the following
morning Walt and I returned to the Niinatak to conserve
supplies at Camp I and to get another axe. There we
were pleasantly surprised to find that Alan Bruce-Robertson. a Canadian medical student and a veteran of the
1948 expedition. had arrived on the Glacier. He immediately packed to join the party. Right from the start
it seemed to me that Bruce's pack consisted of about 50
per cent medical supplies and things which he insisted
on carrying for other people.
Now there were six
planning to climb the mountain.

Air-Lift
Since there was a spare parachute load of tents and
equipment at the airstrip it seemed a good idea to drop
this at Camp I. This became a project for Maury King,
our pilot. Bruce, and me. After receiving instructions
we piled into the front of the plane to help lift the tail
out of the snow. and took off. There was an oversized
door-opening-equipped
with no door-uncomfortably
close to where we sat, so we tied ourselves in with ropes
to keep from going along with the load when we pushed
it out of the plane.
It was an exciting experience to observe the ridge
from a few hundred feet above it and to push the load
out on a split-second signal from VIaury. And not the
least of the excitement was the moment when Bruce
grabbed my movie camera just a^ it was sliding out the
door. trying to follow the load.
Walt. Bruce and I started from the Nunatak on the
30th to catch up with the climbing party. The snow was
frozen so hard that we found it easier to tow our skis
rather than wear them. Walt had in his pack a large
can of gasoline for use in the Primus stoves, and on the
way up he jokingly remarked several times about the
"cloud c a p of gasoline vapors which seemed to be
following him. Later this became serious and jokes
turned into nausea.
Nevertheless, we continued to
Camp I. There. after examining Peter's cut finger,
Bruce recommended that Pete return and agreed to
accompany him back to the Nunatak the next day. Now
there were four.
We continued to the ridge above Camp I, where it was
cold and windy. We put on our parkas but unfortunately
the fur on Walt's parka was saturated with gasoline.
This was too much, and malt became too ill with gasoline poisoning to go on. As leader of the party he
overruled any plan to delay. It was a sad and difficult
decision. I returned to Camp I with Walt. and arranged
to join Noel and Bob later. Thev continued up the ridge
to choose the site for Camp 11.
At Camp I Walt asked Bruce to rejoin the climbing

party, whereupon lie packed up his usual quota of inedical supplies and took pome of m j pack. and we proceeded
lo Camp 11. ft e met hoel and Hob patiently waiting at
the lop of a steep pitch. at which point they had placed
500 fret of fixed rope. 11 was impossible tu pass each
other on the pitch. so they could not ieturn for loads
which hdd been left at the col until we reached the ton
of the pitch. Finally. at the end of a long day. all four
of us were established hi Camp 11. with several daysprovisions and a parachute cache somewhere on the
n~ountainabove. necir a place which we hoped would be
Camp 111.
July 1 in Camp 11 proved to be cold and foggy. Bob
and Noel finally tired of looking at the top of the tent
from the inside and decided on a ieconriaissance up the
ridge. A rocky band flanked by ice and seracs looked
rather forn~idable.particularlj as it faded away into the
icy slope? just below the next higher step in the ridge.
While Boh and hoel -were up above. Bruce and 1 went
down to gel the rope v^e had left in a fixed position. 11
looked as if it vioulcl he much more useful higher up.
After caching the rope some distance above the camp
we all assembled again at Camp I1 for a "'5 in 1" repast.
The trip to the Camp 111 site was a matter of weaving
back and forth. as directed by cornices. from slightly
belou tlie ridge to the ridge itself. As expected. we
encountered two >teep pitches with a thin snolv coating
over ice. These bere about 40 degrees in places and
iequired considerable caie. A plateau below Institute
Peak provided a breathing i-pell. but w e were sitill confronted 'with d long traverse along the east side of the
peak to a point coiisiderablj above the saddle between
histitute and the final ridge. This seemed to he the
only access to the slope where w e could hope to find the
)arachute load.
On rounding the shoulder it v , a ~disconcerting to see
ahead it slide mark- which appeared to be about the
-id& of our parachute l o a d ~ e n d i n gin a large creva~be.
My toes were frostbitten and visions of a camp without
;-upplies. 01 long p u l l back to Camp 11. began to take
realistic form. Luckily, aftel some searching. Bob and
hoe1 -potted a corner of the box- almost buried-with
the red parachute cmered ~ i t h~ I I O M . and with the
niaiker flag still in a horizon!al position, % it11 char-

Following the usual pattern. tlie Â¥weatheprevented
an early start for the rummit the next day, so we enjoyed
an afternoon of wandering around on Institute Peak.
Late in the day Walt and Maury King came up in the
plane to look us over. The weathei on the mountain, as
observed from below. appeared excellent. and we learned
later that it ita? puzzling to Walt to find we were
not on the final ridge. Early morning fogs and cloud
caps are deceiving unlersi you are in them.
July 5 fceemed reasonably favorable. but not until the
sun dispersed the morning fog. % e started for the top
at 7:00 A.M.. Bob and 1 on one rope. Koel and Bruce
on the other. The going was heavy and leads were
switched often. Occasionally we placed willow wands
but they were not needed on the return. There were a
number of small cracks which were annoying to negodate. Perhaps they were annoyed by our presence,
to judge by the way they curled their upper lips at us.
B e begrudged the loss of several-hundred feet elevation while getting to the col between Institute and the
final ridge. and again when we skirted a sizeable hump
higher on the ridge which was decorated profusely with
enormous seracs. About noon we built a small cairn on
the flat rocky saddle between the hump and the final
summit ridge.
We then came to the worst pitch encountered on the
climb-ice
covered ~ i t ha film of allow. Estimated
angles are always subject to impressions. The angle of
this pitch permitted one to touch the snow with the
fingertips while standing vertically in the step cut in the
ice. One hundred and t \ + e r ~ t steps
j
and two hours of
labor were left behind at this point.
Above the ice slope the fog closed in and it was diflicult to stay un the ridge. This indeterminate area '10,011
gave way to a sharp s n o ~ridge. leading directly to the
summit pyramid which we reached at 4:30 P. M. Frostbitten fingers and toes. and a roinmunit) feeling that Â¥v,
t i g h t t u Sitart back right away. reduced our stay on top
to the bare minimum required for pictures of ourselves,
since there wab no other scenery around. The ceremony
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.of raisingthe flag corisi-ted of dropping a piece of red
parachute cloth o n the snovi. Noel managed to find
some rocks a feu hundred feet below the surrirnit and
deposited oui record i n exchange for geological sample"-.
The return to Lamp 111 wa- uneventful except for
memorieq of the enormoiiQ chunks of lead that became
attached to our feet on the uphill section just below
Camp If!. It does not sound reasonable, but I am sure
I went to sleep for a minute or two nhile standing up
contemplating that final slope. Although we were away
from camp onl? I'i hours, i t wefned a very long dav.

Back to Camp I I
On Julv 6 u e started for (.amp IF. My diary reads:
'"We broke camp about Q:00 4. M. 411 was well to the
lower pitch. The fixed rope area waq easy. The final
pitch was riskj . \ "lip would have been had herause the
belays were poor-ice only. Took two hours to descend
200 feet. Slipped twice but recovered without help of
rope. Rob fell into several cracks bill alwavs managed
to crawl out before I could get rny camera out. In one
place my boot went through on a slope and threw rre
forward. My head and shoulders broke through. It
was quite a surpri-se to look alongthe under side of the
bridge and see r11y foot hanging in space. Yo danger.
but tough to get u p ~ i t ha park on."
Bob and I reached Camp I at % : S O P. PT.. having picked
up some of the Camp IF equipment. We could see Noel
and Bruce moving slowly o n the rid"; eabove, hut at
11 :00 P. M. they were still above the col. We started
back to help but they soon appeared abo5e the camp. It
turned out that Bruce had received a painful crampon
spike in the ankle while jumping a crevasse and necessarily had to move very raiitiously. A t the top of the
couloir above camp Noel removed hi'- pack to adjust hi"crampons. In keeping uith the -ipirit of the orra'-ion
the park dec idecl on a trip of its o w n and a few moment
later stopped intact ~otneniently by the camp.
The hot siin not only had placed our camp o n a
pedestal during the tirrie we were on the mountain, but
managed to dish out the snow under the middle of the
tent. much to our divomfort that night.
On Julv 7 w f packed most of the tear into the drop
box, attached ropes to it fore and aft. and ktarted doun.
hoping to slide the tiox rr~o"-tof the iiay. After a minor
struggle we reached the top of the couloir next to the
ice fall. In spite of a 30-degree '-lope in the couloir the

N o d Odell and Boh l\!c(tirter ut Camp 11. which was
established right uherp the prrrar1111teload lias dropped.
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box bogged down in the wet snow. We would sink to
our hips trying to start the box sliding. Twice, in my
zeal, I found myself head down the slope, pack over my
head, and rny legs firmly implanted in the "now on the
uphill side. It took a lot of energy to get out. Finally
we abandoned the box- after belaying it at the end of a
climbing rope. Later on, snowqlides came down the
rouloir and hatted our box over to the side like a big
~e~ldl~lllr~.
It was a great relief to get back on our skis and an
even greater pleasure to get back to the Nunatak. On
the way down. the plane buzzed us and we tried to signal
success by shaking our hands over our heads. boxer
fashion: however. Walt and Maury thought we were
shaking our fists at them for corning too low and it
wasn't until we were all together again at t h ~Nunatak
that they knew we had had a successful trip.

CK 6 W to WXD
One of the oiilstanding memories of the whole affair
is that of Walt's radio conversations between CIS 6 W on
Seward Glarier. and the 4riny station in Yakutat. Here's
a sample:
*'CK 6 W on the Seward, Ch 6 W, CK 6 W. callirig
WXD at Yakutat. WXD W-X-D, 54321 - 1234.5, are you
tuned in? This is Wood calling. Do you hear me?
Over!'
"CK 6 W. (.K 6 W, C K 6 W . this is WXD. We hear
you loud and clear. Do you have any message? Over
to you!..
"Ah, yes, WXD. We are in the glorious sunshine of
Sewarcl Basin, feasting our eyes on the Alpine glow of
Mt. Cook. the Parrish beauty of St. Elias, and the bold,
"iark ray? cast heavenward from Mt. Logan as the sun
goes to rest on its broad shoulders. We know you enjoy
the palms and wide expanses of the beaches of the
Yakutat summer resort-but
take your mind off that for
a moment. We have news for you! Four of our boys
have just come in from the first ascent of Mt. Vancouver.
They reached the top on July 5 and had a very successful
trip. I know you'll be pleased with the news. Over!"
".Oh. yeah? What in hell did they want to go up there
for? 4nyhow. congratulations. Now. about that missing
box of seismographic equipment you were looking for.
We located it in Juneau and will have it in your hands
in a couple of days -weather perrnitting. That is all.
unless you have something else. W X D signing off. h e r ! ' *

The four members of the climbing party who reached
the top^ Bruce-Robertson. McCarter. Hainsworth, Odell.
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Caltech's new electron accelerator will be the
most powerful machine of its type ever built

T

plans for d new high
energy phybics laboratory in which it will build a
one-billion-bolt electron acclerator. or "atom smasher'.
( E & S, July '419). The acclerator, an electron synchrotron, will be the most powerful machine of this type
ever built. The electron sjnchrotron principle was first
developed by Edwin M. MrMillaii (Â¥whgraduated from
Caltech in 1928. recehed his M.S. here in 1929. and
his Ph.D. in 1932) of the I riiversity of California at
Berkeley. A S O 0 000.000-volt unit is now in operation
on the Beikelej campus. and there are similar units at
Cornell I ~ n h e r s h .and the h!fassdf'husiltts histitute of
Tecluiologj .
Findl pidii? and designs for the Caltech synchrotron
were developed during a year-long i-uney jointly financed by the Office of &aka1 Research and the Atomic
Energy Cummissioii. The conclusion of the survey--that
H E ~ ~ N S ~ I T HAS
~ J T AM\OUM':LD
E

research with electrons of a billion-volt energy was a
highly important unexplored field-resulted
in an
Atomic Energy Commission contract to assist the Institute in building such a machine.
The synchrotron nil! be built in two stages. first, a
magnet (to be obtained from the Unherteity of California, where it was used for a pilot model of the six-14lion-volt proton acclerator r i m under construction
there) will be used. with minor modifications, to speed
up electrons until they have energies of 500,000,000
electron volts. After borne experience has been obtained
at this energy, the additional .modification,; will be
made to bring the synchrotron to the billion-iolt level.
Tlie first stage should be completed in about a year:
the becond in an additional year and a half.
The synchrotron w i l l be housed in the present Optical
Shop. where the 200-inch mirror for the Palomar tele-.,
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ler of Russia, the actual design of the instniment to be
built at Caltech i s to be a modified version of a type
first suggested by Dr. H. R. Crane. Professor of Physics
at the University of Michigan. Dr. Crane. who received
his B.S. from Caltech in 1930. and his Ph.D. in 1934, is
now back here for a few months as visiting professor.

A race-track accelerator

The men in charge of getting the billion-volt electron
accelerator built and in operation-Bruce Rule. Robert
V'. 1,angmiiir. and Robert L. Walker
scope was ground and polished. Estimated cost of the
completed installation. not including the building already available. is something over a million dollars. Annual operating costs of the experimental program to be
undertaken after the billion-volt phase has been cornpleted will be about $300.000 a year.

Three man team
Three men will be in charge of getting the accelerator
built and in operation--Dr. Robert V. Langmuir, Senior
Research Fellow in Physics; Bruce Rule. Director of
Central Shop Facilities and Project Engineer in Astroand Dr. Robert L. Walker. Assistant Professor
,ohvsics:
,
of Physics.
Dr. Langmuir. who received his Ph.D. from Caltech in
1943. was brought back to the Institute in 1948 from
the General ~ l e c t r i cResearch Laboratories. where he
worked on construction of the 70.000.000-volt GE synchrotron. Bruce Rule. who was project engineer for the
Palomar Observatory, will handle the applied en;..airleering in construction of the synchrotron. Dr. Walker, who
came to Caltech last year from the Laboratory of Nuclear Studies at Cornell University. was connected with
the Manhattan Project during the war. and worked at
the Metallurgical Laboratory of the University of Chicago and at the Los 4 1 a m o ~laboratory where the atomic
homh was built. He is mainly responsible for the design
of experimental equipment to be used in connection
with synchrotron research projects.
While the fundamental principles in electron synchrotrons were first p r o p o ~ e dsimultaneously by E. 44. V c Millan of the Vriiversity of California arid Dr. V. Veks-

The machine will he of the so-called "'race track"
type, in which the magnet is split into four quadrants
with straight sections in between. 4 %the electron'* circulate around the race track at speeds very close to the
velocity of light, a radio frequency oscillator will provide properly timed accelerations during each turn
while the electrons are traversing one segment of the
straight track. The outside diameter of the race track
will be about 36 feet and the electrons will travel
around it for a total distance of some 90.000 miles before reaching the rnavirnum energy of a billion electron
volts. Electrons will be fed into the rnachine at an initial energy of about 1.500.000 electror~volts hy the use
of a pulse transformer. As each hurst of electrons is
introduced into the machine the magnetic field automatically rises steadily to keep the electrons in a proper
orbit. while at the same tirne radio frequency acceleration goes into operation.
When they reach their full energy, the electrons may
be used directly for the bombardment of atomic nuclei,
or more frequently they will he used to produce billionvolt X-rays by impingement on a suitable target. At
these energies the effects of electron's and of X-rays are
expected to be more o r less indistinguishable.
It has already been found that in rosrnic-ray phenorneria. as well as in the high-energy experiments at Berkeley, at the University of Rochester and other places,
that the bombardment of nuclei with energies above
200.000.000 electron volts results in the copious production of mesons. These are the mysterious short-lived
particles first predicted by the Japanese theoretical
physicists Yukawa. and first discovered experimentally
by Dr. Carl Anderson in the Caltech laboratories. This
particle. intermediate in mass between the light electron and the heavier proton- seems to be important in
nuclear binding forces, serving as a sort of glue to hold
nuclei together.

Increasing our knowledge of nuclear forces

"The purpose of this new accelerator.'' s a p Dr. K. F.
Bacher. Chairman of the Division of Physics, "will be
to seek additional knowledge about the nature of the
forces that hold atomic nuclei together. Our knowledge
of nuclear forces and their relation to the fundamental
particles of nature is very incomplete. To obtain a better
i d e r s t a n d i n g of these forces is one of the most irnportant goals of present-day physics. At the Berkeley
Radiation Laboratory and at the Brookhaven National
Laboratory, this problem will be studied with the accelerated protons (hydrogen nuclei) which they will obtain from the great machines now under construction.
We shall attack the
using the X-rays and electrons from the billion-volt electron synchrotron. We
expect this work to yield additional important information..'
"'As in all basic research problems." President DuBridge points out. "the result" obtained cannot be predicted. Much less can one predict what practical application. if any. will turn up. R e do know. however, that
nuclear energy is the main source of energy of the universe. and it is clearly important for us to understand
more about the nature of this energy."

by R. S. RICHARDSON
N RECENT YEARS sunspots have been blamed for
every thing from depressions to headaches-including
epidemics, radio static. tlie fecundit) of rabbits and the
weather, But slightly more than a century ago. when
Heinrich Sehwabe. an apotlierary in the little tovn of
Desaau, Geimany. announced his d i ~ - we\r j of the sunspot cycle -certainly one of the inosi important artsoit created
nomical discoveries of the laat century
scarcely a ripple. Appdren~lyeither nobody read it or
else those who did failed to ~ e a l i z eit:- sigiiific~rire.Not
until six years later. when the announcement appeared
again in the third volume of Hnnibo1dt"s great work.
The C s m o s , did recognition finally come. The tiouble
had been that whereas Schwabe spoke only to a handful
of professional astronomer* largely preoccupied with
their own researches. Humholdi had a vast audience who
read whatever he cared to write and accepted it as authoritative. Which dernonstiateb the value of having d
publicity agent in science a:- well a? other professions.
In 1849. six years after Schw abe'b original announcement. Wolf of Zurich began a program of siiiispot observations which has been continued by Ins successors to
the present day without a break. Wolf's daily counts of
individual sunspots and sunspot groups. when properl'y
combined. constitute the famous VI olf relative suii~pot
numbers (see p. 2 0 ) , the longest and most homogeneous
index of solar activity that we posses:;. \ olf not onlj
carried his observations forward in time. but by searching through the old records he was able to extend his
relative numbers for each month as far back as 1749.
and to estimate the times of maxima and minima clear
to the imention of the telescope in 1610.
The average intersal from one sunspot minimum to the
next since 1749 is 11.1 jears. although thir iri~ertalhas
been as short a:- 9.0 yedr:- and as long as 13.6 )ear?.
It is probable that the ,-uiispot cycle is only roughly
periodic, like the eruptions of a geyser. A lot of people
have spent a lot of time trying to predict the course of
sunspot activitj by superposing curves- of difierent
period and amplitude baaed upon the behavior of cycles
in the past. So far. liot+e\er. none ha:; met with much
success. The only Via) we seen1 to be able to predict
sunspot activity with accuracj is backward.
Seventeen complete cycles ha1 e been obsei ved since
January 1749. The largest Wolf relative number for any
one month was in May 1778. i<iln;n the index reached
238.9. The third highest occurred duriiig the rycle which
is now in progress, in Ma) 1947. when it attained d \ a h
of 201.6. being just nosed out foi the plare money L'y
December 18.36. with a count of 206.2.
Although the c y l e fiorn 1775 to 1781 is the highest
on record, the present cycle which began late in 19-L-i
has no rivals when i t conies to the ? i ~ eof the spot
-

g r o u p iuvolved. Previouslj the record for r u e was
held I)> the great s l ~ o tgroup of Jdiiudr? J926. viitli an
area of J700 meanirig that it coiered 3700 rnilliontlia
or 0.,57 of one per cent oi the visible surface of the sun.
(The size of sunspot3 i^i 'highly deceptive. The) always
appear to be much larger than the\ really are.) A sunspot group is considered "large" if it has an area greater
than about 1000. Such groups can usually be seen
through a very dark fecreen without the aid of a telescope.
When in February 1946 a spot group developed that
had an area of 4900 we felt confident that it had set a
record that would stand for maiij year-i. Our faith 'Vias
somewhat shaken, however. when in J u l j of the same
year another group appeared with an area of 3700.
Then in February 1947 a moderate-sized group passed
acrobs the disk that might be called a "sleeper." for at
first it gare n o hint of the rapid development it was to
undeigo. IX hen the group reappeared on March 3, after
a aolar rotation of about a month. it had grown considerably and become inure compact than in Februaq. On
its third return in Apiil the group, although beginning to
break up. had a11 area of 5-100 and extended over 6.8
billion square miles. of the solar suiface. Thus this spot
group (above) is the largest of ~ h i c l iwe h a t e any record. bet its place is still not too secure. ds seen by the
fact that in 1949 alone there were 59 spot groups large
enough to be heen by the unaided eye.
hi the last 50 'years attempts have beeii made to correlate sunspot activity with practically every type of
phenomenon imaginable: Mars- earthquakes. the weather.
the fecunditj of furbearing animals in Canada, outbreaks of cerebrospinal nieningitis and other diseases.
the stock market. and I b e l i e ~ ethat even horse racing
1ia:- come in for its share of attention. Of the many
correlations that have been -inspected. hosi el er. Only a
l e r \ few have withstood the test of time.
The oldest and best established cwr~elation is- that
between the frequencj of sunspots and terrestrial magnetic acth ity. Averages of terrestrial magnetic- activitj
taken over a fairly long period. such as a year. follow
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the sunspot curve with remarkable fidelity. Occasionally
magnetic records at stations all over the world will be
subject to sudden and violent disturbances. These disturbances. which begin simultaneously to within about a
minute and which last for about a day, are called magnetic storms. Great magnetic storms have been found
to occur so often when a large spot group is near the
center of the sun's disk that there seems little doubt the
two must be connected in some way. although man!
large spot grroips fail to produce storrns. and a few
storms have occurred when only m a l l "pots viere v i ~ i M e

Origin of Magnetic Storms
The cause of magnetic storms is still unknown, despite the fact that the data bearing upon them has heen
minutely analysed and rrmch theoretical work has been
done in an effort to interpret the results. At present
two rival theories hold the field. One ascribes the
origin of magnetic storms to charged particles ejected
from active spot groups: the other to ~urbulent air
motions in the ionosphere set off by bursts of ultra-violet
radiation. Both theories have their lo>al adherents who
refuse to yield an inch to the opposition.
If the sun is viewed through some instrument such as
the spectrohelioscope. which shows the surface in the
light of one element only a" the red line of hydrogen.
occasionally one will be startled to see bright patches
break out near a spot group that certainly were not
there a minute ago. The patches grow rapidly until
within ten minutes the whole region in and around the
spot group is ablaze with brilliant ribbons of flame.
Soon the ribbons begin to fade and after perhaps an
hour will have disappeared entirely, leaving the region
essentially the same as before. This phenomenon is
called a flare.

Flares a n d Fadeouts
Flares have been found to oreur ~iniultaneously with
fadeouts in high frequency radio transmission over the
daylight side of the earth. A fadeout occurs during a
flare because the ionosphere ~ u d d e n l yc e a s e d o reflect
the waves back to the earth. somewhat a? if reflections
from a mirror were cut off by thrusting a screen in front
of it. Apparently there is a burst of ultra-violet light
emitted during a flare which is able to pass down through
the atmosphere without hindrance until within about 50
miles of the surface. Here for the first time it meets
certain molecules (possibly ozone) which absorb the
ultra-violet light strongly and as a consequence become
highly ionized. Radio waves from a station. upon encountering this low-lying level. set the ion-! in rapid
motion, but the air is so dense that they are quickly
brought to rest by jostling against other particles around
them. Thus the energy of the radio wave's. instead o f
being reflected. as in the high rarefied layers of the ionosphere, is dissipated away in random collisions.
In February 1912. army radar stations in England
experienced severe interference due to a high level of
radio noise in their receivers. When bearing" were taken
on the source of interference they were found to point in
a direction close to the sun. It was concluded that the
noise nas created by a large spot group then in transit
across the disk. Here appeared to be a new method of
exploring the solar atmosphere by mean-! of waves short
for radio but a million times longer than the longest
infra-red rays we can photograph.
Although microwave technique has only been applied
systematically to solar research since the war, already
valuable results have been obtained. One of the most

startling was the discovery that the fairly 'iteady coristant
emission from the quiescent Ã§u correspond? to a teniperature of 1.000,000 degrees C! Since the surface of
the sun that we see in the sky is known to have a temperature of only 5600 degrees C, such a figure might seem
preposterous if we did not already have good reasons f o r
believing that the temperature of the corona is around
a million degrees. Hence the source of radio noise was
tentatively identified with the corona. and later work
has confirmed this view.
Radio noise usually rises sharply while a large spot
group is crossing the solar meridian, and in addition
there may be "bursts" when the intensity of emission
increases by as much as a hundredfold in less than a
minuke. Enough bursts have been recorded almosi in
coincidence with flares to show that there is undoubtedly
a connection between them. although all flares cannot be
associated with bursts. As a general rule. the bigger
flares are most likely to he a~sociatedwith h u r s t ~ .hut
the relationship is not a simple one.

Origin of Cosmic Rays

4 recent theory advanced to account for coqrnic rays
assumes that they originate i n flares in the sun or stars.
twenty years ago it was predicted that the changing
magnetic field in a sunspot could accelerate charged
particle^ up to cosmic ray energieq. Three unusual
increases in cosmic rav intensity have occurred. two soon
after brilliant flares were observed, and a third after a
radio fadeout indicating a flare. Tt seems scarcelv
credible that three such exceptional events could be the
result of chance. The fact that rnanv other brilliant
flares failed to produce an increase in c o m i c rays is
attributed to the action of the sun's magnetic field. which
prevents particles from escaping except near the poles.
On very rare occasions, however. the magnetic fields of
the sun and spot may combine temporarily to open u p
a long narrow '"tunnel" through which charged particles
can escape pernianently from the solar surface. Calculations show that such tunnels actually existed duringtthe
three times in question. The theory still has many
difficulties to meet, but it would appear that a promising
lead has been obtained. at any rate.
Modern life has produced such a host of obscure and
baffling ailments called neuroses. that the term has been
taken over in other fields to such an extent that when an
instrument performs in an, erratic fashion we say jokingl y that it must be "neurotic." Similarly, sunspots have
been blamed for such a wide variety of disasters that
hefall us that they seem equally well suited a* a m i i \ e r ~ a l
scapegoat,
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Scholarship and the Citizen

IN AN ADDRESS on '"Scholarship and t,he Citi7er1." delivered at the Matriculation Day ceremonies of Pomona
College in Claremont. Calif.. last month President DuBridge had some pertinent and pointed remarks to make
on the subjects of the hydrogen bomb and the National
Science Foundation Bill. We quote:
' T h e atomic bomb. and now the proposed hydrogen
bomb. have served to shock the American people into the
realization that science and national affair- are no longer
two separate and mutually exclusive fields of human
endeavor. Each has it" impact upon the other.
fic
Science affect^ national affairs because nuclear
energy ha^ now becorne the business of every Arneriran
citizen. The responsibility of developing atomir energy
for both peaceful and military purposes is the exclusive
responsibility of the United States poverrirnent -that is.
of you and me. . . .
, . . When the President announced that he had issued
orders to continue the development of this weapon (the
hydrogen bomb), he did not provide for the release of
information which would enable the public to understand
something about the nature of the weapon or the reasons
why it was necessary to develop it. 4s a result. the
public press has been filled with the wildest sort of $perillations, and it is impossible for the layman to determine
which of the stories he reads has any resemblance to the
truth. Obviously. informed public opinion cannot h e
b u i l ~ on the basis of misinformation. f r i a misguided
attempt to keep information from potential enemies who
alreacly h a w it. v e are keeping it from the American
people who desperately need it in order to think and
art clearly on urgent national and world problems.
r h e second result of our secrecy hysteria has orrurred
more recently. For four \ears Congre*?~
has been m sidering various bills to establish a National Science
Foundation to serve as a n agency to stimulate the continued grottth of basic science in this country. It i s
rather astoni"-!hiria;that there i s TIO Federal a g e n q authorized to giw Inroad attention to the problems of h a w
science. and except for the irnportani work of the Public
Health Service, the attention of the Federal Government
Â ¥ demoted pretty largeh to i h o w area"-!of science hating
mih'tarh potential hies.

because of the great
"Partly for this reason, and
attention whirh has been given to the military weapons
which modern science ha-! made possible. there is apparently a feeling that all of the field of ~ r i p n r emust somehow be kept secret. As a result. when the National
Science Foundation Bill finally passed the House of
Representative-! on March 1 there were attached to It
three amendment-! having no relation to the purpose or
function of the Foundation. and which might easily, indeed. kill the whole idea of the F"oundation itself. These
amendment- parade under the euphonious name of "layaltj provisions" and purport to insure that all scientists
conrierted with the Foundation are loyal citizens of the
[Jnited States. Now everyone, of course. is in favor of
loyalt\. and consequently these amendments apparently
pa<" without much opposition.
"The careful analysiq of these amendments. however,
shows that they actually stem from a misguided attempt
to keep secret the work in nonsecret fields and the result
of enforring these provisions, as they a r e now stated,
would be to impose qualifications concerning political
beliefs and associations upon men working i n the field
o f science.
a T
h n w science h a i been built u p on the theory that the
political beliefs of the 'scientist have no relation to the
value of his scieniific work. To retain this policy is
essential to the freedom of all 4rnericari citizens.
64
You. as students, will be especially interested in the
provision that imposes political tests on student? who
wish to study science under a Foundation scholarship.
You would normally expert that your qualifications for
scholarship would depend only upon yonr intellectual
rornpetence and no1 upon the political organizations to
i\hich you belong. or to which you once belonged i n the
past. The original idea of the Science Foundation was
thai it mas essential to national welfare to encourage
competeni young students to enter the field of science.
But what student will be anxious to go into science if he
knows that the first thing he nnist undergo is an FBI
investigation. and that his opportunities for securing
qcholarships. and eventually a job. will depend upon. not
his scientific ability, but his political beliefs and activities? Hitler excluded from the German universities
those whose political beliefs were not liked. Stalin is
doing the same thine;. And now we in the United States
of America propose to follow this sarne path.
"Scientists and educators throughout the country are
organizing a concerted effort to have these amendments
killed before the final hill is pawed. They should have
the united support of everv thoughtful citizen."

First Virus Conference

i t taltcch's virus conference--F. C . Bawden of England; Conference Leader W a x Delhruck: Wendell M .
Stanley of the U n i r e r s i t y of Cnlifornia.

Twr v ~ ~ - . r wnationally
o
prornineni research scientists
met at the Institute last month for a three-day conference
roiering the entire field of viriws. It was the first time
scienti'-ts working on the three different groups of viruses
--those ~ t h i c h attack platits, those attacking nien and
animal*, and those which attack bacteria ( E & S. March
'49 : Feb, "501 -had ever formally gathered together.
Flip conference was under the (lireetion of Dr. Max Delbruck. Professor of Biology at the Institute, whose sperial field of interest is bacterial virnses.
I n recent vears man's bacterial diseases have been

hiought more and more under control by antibiotics like
penicillin and streptomycin. As a result, virus? dibeasea
(like polio. influenza, Q fever. the common cold) are
being pointed up; few of them are susceptible to treatment by the antibiotics.
The control of other diseases in plants has pointed up
vi us diseases there too; most plants didn't use to l i t e
long enough to get them. Today the annual loss from
plant and animal viruses hi California alone runs to
$100.000.000.
Viruse? may. and do, differ enorn~ously both plqsicallj and chemically. but--"whether they attack plants.
man. animals or bacteria-they have a good many fealure? in common and show a remarkable similarit) i n
their behavior. Thus, t irus researchers-% hether they
work in the fields of agriculture. foresir). animal husbandry. medicine, or pure research-have
a common
problem. The Institute's Mrus conference, in recognizing thi? fact. is a heartening indication thai we may
roinedaj find a m a \ to launch a common attack on the
virus.
Student Officers

THI. nk.ft1.Y-E1.ECTt.D uflicers of the Assoridled Students? for 1950-51 took ofiice thin month. at the start of
the third term. The line-up: President, Ulrich Merten;
Vice President. Oliver Gardner; Treasurer. Peter Mason;
Secretary, Stanley Groner; First Representative. Robert
Davis ; Second Representativ e. Patrick Fazio Jr. ; Publicity Manager, Robert Stanaway; Athletic Manager. David
Hanna; Rally Commii.sioner. Frank Ludwig;; Yell
Leader. Charles Miller; BuÃˆines Manager of the California TECH. Charles Steese; Editor of the California
TECH. Robert Kurland: Business Manager of the BIG T.
Charles Walker; and Co-Editors of the BIG T- John
Boppart and Bernard Engholm.
Honors a n d Awards

: You are designing a valve grinding
machine. You have to provide a drive for the chuck
that holds the valve stem. This chuck must b e adjustable in three different directions. Your problem
now is to devise a method of driving the chuck which
permits these adjustments. How would you do it?
: Use an S,S.White power
drive flexible shaft to transmit power to the chuck.
The shaft provides a positive, dependable drive
that permits free movement of the chuck in any
direction.

*

*

This is just one of hundreds of remote control and
power drive problems to which S.S.White flexible
shafts provide a simple answer. That's why every
engineer should b e familiar with the wide range
and scope of these useful "Metal Muscles"* for
mechanical bodies.

DR. ALFRED H . J O Y , Reheard1 Associate in A ~ ~ o n o r i ~ y
and retired Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories
astronomer, was presented the Catherine Wolfe Bruce
Gold Medal for 1950 at a meeting last month of the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific in San Francisco,
Dr. Joy. who received the award for his outatanding work
in the field of stellar spectroscopy. is the 43rd astronomer to receive the medal, and the sixth member of the
Mount Wilson Staff to be so honored.
Dx. ~ ~ F B ESTERIS,
D
Lecturer in French, German and
Philohophy. has been awarded the Academic Palm and
the title of Officer of the Academy by the French government. for '*his outstanding contributions to hcience.
philosophy and especially to French culture."

8 2 ~ 1birthday.
)
March 22. Dr. R A . Millikan,
hddgeied by the press for hia cornrnentb on the hydrogen
bomb. complied with the succinct statement: "I am not
yet convinced that it is at all certain Â¥wcan build such a
bomb.' H P was careful to add. however. that "'we must
l)e modert in skepiici-rn concerning the hy drogeri bomb,
a> the 'inapo~rible' has been achieved before."
Dr. Millikan celebrated his birthday in twical fashion
bj d e l i v e r i n p speech before the faculty of Fresno
State College -hi3 fourth lecture in a three-day stay
in Frei-no-after Â¥tthirl he flew back to Los Angeles and
airived home in time for a s n a l l birthday dinner party.

Oi\
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their application. A copy is yours
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saline materials. invariably prodiiws this reaction in geologists.

t
report on Geology's regimented vacation known as the Annual Spring Field Trip

I

Dr. 4. E. I . Engel. noted professor of Mineralogy.
~
adding a much-needed air of distinction to t h junket.
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F CALTECH'S HALLS of (,eologv seemed unac-

countably silent during the recent week between the
Winter and Spring terms. it %as for a very good reason.
No less than 64 of those souls who normally spend a
large part of every day in Arms or Mudd ( o r in both
buildings) sought relaxation from the ardors of the
Winter term in the Annual Spring Field Trip. a mildly
regimented vacation in the form of an exrursion to
points of geologic interest in California and adjacent
western states. This year the group was treated to the
scenic and geologic wonders of the desert countrv hetween the Sierra Nevada and Death Valley.
Early Saturday morning. March 18. the caravan of
11, student-driven automobile< took off from Pasadena
and headed oxer the San (rabriel Mountains to the edoy
of the Mojave Desert near Palmdale. where the famou1'San Atidreas fault zone v,a^ examined at c h w range.
The first night was spent beside a small stream in
Red Rock Canyon, amid scenic i i ~ t a sthat w o u l d set any
red-blooded travel agent scurrying frantirallv for adjectives. A< in past year". the men (amppd out drring
the entire trip. preparing nearly all of their own meals
on the ground and sleepinp beneath the stars after the
fashion o f desert travelers of long ago. The all-irnportant firqt night% ramp was made without untoward
incident. although a large handful of blasting caps was
spotted by an alert observer and whisked from behind
a bush against which an eager camper wai building a
sizable bonfire! L i d e n t i c left o n the sand by an absentminded prospector. tlie caps were detonated in a controlled but noisy manner hy explosives-wiqe members
of the entourage.
The following day'" fun began with a mapping; problem in a small area near the month of Red Rork Canyon,
Having thus polished u p their techniques of observation

and interpretation, the geologists moved on lo the volcanic ash, or '"seismotite," deposits of the Old Dutch
Cleanser Corporation, and thence to the old mining
district of Randshurg and Johannesburg.
Past Inyokern the caravan moved through the Little
Lake volcanic area into the south end of Owens Valley.
Major earthquake-fault features along the Alabama Hills
dud the east front of the Sierra Nevada were pointed out,
and the history of Owens Valley was discussed as a
brisk evening wind, iiicreasing in velocity by the minute,
began to worry the more experienced campers in the
group. Still playing in luck, however, trip-leader Jahn:found a good roos-ting spot in the lee of a high fill on
the Friend!} Southern Pacific, and a not unpleasant
night \+as spent on the bliores of almost-dry Owens Lake.
The third day was demoted lo obsenatioiis of faulting
along the floor of Owens Valley and of the numerous
formations so beautifully exposed along the bold wesi
front of the Iriyo Mountains.
The highlight of the day, provided by the Anaconda
Copper Mining Corporation, was a tour of the surface
plant and some of the underground mine workings. The
students were able to observe highh mineralized rock
ill place, alteration associated with the ore deposition.
and several mining techniques in use. Many specimens
were obtained from the high-grade slopes. and only dusk
and the need for making camp in Darwin Wash- several
miles east of the mine. stopped
.. the more easier collectors
from taking large bites from a tempting rtockpile of
tungsten ore.
Darwin Falls, one of the rriost famous watering spots
of early desert days, was visited the next morning. Here
a beautiful stream of water flows through a deep. nearly
&

vertical-ttdlled cam on and supports, the growth of trees,
grasses. and even ferns that are in refreshing contrast to
the drab. scrannj brush on the Argus Range to the south
and the Pananlint Range to the east.
Following lunch and the customary ha?ehall workout
on the mirror-like * d a c e of a snialldry lake, or playa,
the party a r m e d in Trona. a modern .metropolis in the
midst of desert wilderness. Here they were treated to a
detailed tour of the gigantic $40.000,000 plant of die
American Potash and Chemical Company. Later, their
'heads still spinning with chemical formulae and concepts
of controlled fractional crystallization on a hulk production scale, all headed northward for the Valley Wells
recreation center maintained by the compdiij. A large
swimming pool p l e d a most refreshing attraction. m n
for those men most like11 to be classed as true desert
l(ners.* After a hearty meal in the company cafeteria
and a pleasant evening in Trona, during the course of
which a baseball game was played under the lights, the
men spread their sleeping bags on the grass at Valley
Vt ells, almost forgetting that they were "in the wilds-."
Whatever doubts the} ma) have had on this score were
disspelled in the morning, howe~er.when chummy black
widow spider and several warmth-seeking scorpions were
discoiered in or beneath the bedrolls of certain foitunate
individuals.
Several hours were spent in studying the geology of
Searles Lake. a now almost dry mass of c q r t d l l i ~ e dsalts
- --

- - F o r the benefit of the uninitiated semantic is^. a
desert lover is dirtinguished from a desert rat in that he
is batlilessi but does not necessarily enjoy the situation.
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This
like the others. was fitted out with bumper banners urge
ing one and a l l to "See the West u it11 fahns Scenic Tours."
and brine that is one of the world's great deposits of
saline materials. Many specimens of rare evaporite niinerals were collected by the happy rock hounds in the
party, while others soberly discussed the probable mode
of accumulation of these salts.
The caravan, now reinforced by Dr. A. E. J. Engel,
Tech Professor of Mineralogy, retraced its path to the
north, past Ballarat and the remnants of other once-great
mining camps, to the mouth of Wildrose Canyon. where
all paused to inspect the Panamint graben, a great block
of ground that has been dropped many feet downward to
form a broad trough along the east side of the valley.
Soon the cars were on their way again, heating u p
steadily as they began the long pull u p Wildrose Canyon.
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Several vapor lock-i and one refreshment stop later the
entire caravan was on the attractive. gently rolling upland surface of the Panamint Range. 4 short side trip
was made to Aiiigerreherry Point. from which 6500-foot
eminenre an almost unparalleled view of the Death
Valley region can be obtained. Amid a crescendo of
clicking camera shutters. Dr. Jahnc attempted lo point
out the salient geologic features of this great valley area.
Following a stop in Emigrant Wash, where the students
theorized on the origin of a lather strange rock forrnatiori, the party hurried down into Death Valley and
pitched camp in the shelter of sand dunes and a volcanic
crater. The good old wind soon sprang up. though. giving everyone a firsthand opportunity to observe the
transport of solid materials bv rnoving air. The following morning a pair of ancient spectacles. once carefully
wrapped in an old newspaper. was found beside the
remain" of a shop. the sole of whirh had been held to
the uppers by means of long screws. These relics. evidently buried in the sand for many years. were not
accompanied by remains of the owner.
A trip to the Corkscrew Canyon borate deposit in the
Funeral VIountairis followed a brief stop (for loral
color) at Furnace Creek ir1r1.

Dash for Shelter
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TAPES
PRECISION

;"A the kind o/ thing /uhns led his 63 charges intoramping out "like the desert travelers of old." Above. an
oId-/r~t/~io~;ed
breakfast at sun-up. and therrnonieter-dov n.

BARRIE, ONTARIO

That night. a-s the second "nl)-'-'ea-level ramp was made,
a "-and "torm began to flex its muscles. The wind inrreased in velocity, and a rather difficult night was uitirnately spent by all. 4 sandy breakfast fare was provided in the morning. Making additional "tops from
time to time. the caravan left Death Vallev and crossed
into the Amargosa Valley. As the afternoon progres~ert.
storm clouds moved eastward and gradually spread over
the entire sky. Relieving rornple~ely in the intrinsic
ability of all the men to stand up nicely under any
adverse weather coriclition". but at the same time not wishing to needlessly expose these hardv individuals to such
rneteorologir difficulties. Dr. Jahns derided to disband
the trip half a day earlier than anticipated. and that
night, a m i d ~ ta torrential downpour. the students sought
the sheher of their horrie-i an0 dorrnitorieq bark i n the
Pasadena area. They would not soon forget. however,
the remarkable feature" seen. the many happy arguments
of the w ~ e k . and the numerous bits of good-natured
horqeplav that livened u p the general proceedings. And,
t)! no means least. many a man was brought once again
face to fare w i t h {hat fundamental difference between
text and diagrams in a hook and the rorre~pondinprelations on the ground!

N E SUNDAY Al-TERAOOV uhen the Beawr had
laid down the last of the Suiidaj funnies ill the
Lounge, he lit a pensite cigarette and thought dutifully
about his roommate's stern cidn~oiiilionsto work on thai
eloquently tiresome report. It was \eq handy to have a
roommate to keep you on the fiall, the Bearer thought.
as he meandered out into the fun-warm rourt. He moved
on, out onto the olive walk and a w q from the Houses,
until finally he stopped to look at a poster for the annual
Drama Club play.
There were a lot of little organi~ationsand club? on
campus that hardly ever obtruded on the attention of
the majority of the undergraduates. Maybe once a )ear
they rear their gopher heads and people hear about
them -- like the Drama Club.
Sometime during election week, sniothered under campaign sparkle, the first poster for the Club's annual
performance appeared on the advertising walk b j the
ME Riiilding. But for a long time, behind the scenes,
the eager stage->truck had been planning and rehearsing.
haturally curious, the Beaber went over to Culbertson to
investigate. It seemed an excellent excuse iiot to study.
He poked his head into a ~ t r a n g emenage of his frjends.
dressed in stranger c o h t u r n e s ~ n ~ o soft them disguised
as the most atrocious ferr~a1e.ithe Beater had e i e r laid
eyes on. Fascinated. h e 'watched villain Fox twirl hib
irisidious mustache and Malonoski fumble over a hopelesslj complicated board of light *witches. Shirley, the
beautiful imported directress. jelled occasionally at 011stage actorb; others wandered about the erupt) auditorium declaiming passionate bpeeches to sileni balconies; somehody dabbled on the piano; people moved
ladders- around among the actors or1 stage; and the
Beaver stood there and wondered how it v , a ~possible in
less than a week to produce a play from this madness.
Still, as he sat in the audience Friday night, he saw a
finished performance. dnd after it he stuck his head in
on the cast party to hear post mortems and plans to do
the play again for the ~)uLIic.PuhJic acclaim isi a fine
intoxicant. the Beaiei noted wi-iell.

Honors and Others
Another organization of orcdsioiidl public liitention
was Tau Betd Pi. The Bearer saw the great gold "Bent'
over Throop and knew initiation? \\err on again. Somehow other thing5 had plajed much lioh with his callow
freshman intentions to keep ci high enough grade point

for Tau Bate. and the Beaver had neier been asLed to
join. In fact he secretly suspected h e had never even
been remotely considered. With a faint sigh expressive
of dead an~bitionb.he entered his room. where his roonimate greeted him with a huge smile, a pile of Tau Bate
literature, and a Guess-Who-t/o~-EjectedJook in lua eye.
In the next couple of weeks lie watched Roommate scuttle about into all the dark, basement laboratories to
collect 140 signature;) of members in a book touchingly
entitled "Schooldaj Memories"; h e quietly watched him
curse and s ~ e d as
t h e machined d o ~ nand polished the
rough brass casting of the Bent; he helped him memorize
a lot of things and heard him muttering about secret
rituals. As far as he could figure, the purpose of all this
Herculean labor was simply to make Roommate appreciate the honor lie had received.
The Beaver took up his blanket and sauntered out to
generate vitamin D on the sun-lawn. His conception of
the Tail Brains had changed: it seemed on close examination like an engineer's variety of the Masonic Order
or [he Elks. He dark11 suspected them of possessing a
secret handshake.

To the Victors
The Bearer wsa, suie that house elections were always
held a couple of weeks after ASCJT elections, so the beaten candidates would still have a chance. Not as much
campaigning went into them, but a lot more spirit.
Election night he had put on old clothes and helped
guard the Lounge doors so no candidates could leave.
The a i r quivered with suspense and the ca~tdidateswith
mibgivings before the evil leers of the waiting electorate.
Then the results--and immediately pandemonium. The
winners were overpowered in a bhort riot with the troops
and were carted out, to the accompaniment of bloodcurdling Indian yells, to a cold, wet demise across
campus.
Meanwhile others went to work on their rooms. The
Beaver remembered how last year the new Pope's room
had been evacuated-completely;
the doors, windows,
sink, furniture, radiator, light fixtures, everything disappeared--and a stone bench was left in the vacant cell for
the new Pope to perch on "while contemplating the hard
road of those who win popular favor. The Beaver smiled
in diabolical remembrance, slipped the last acrevv out
of the nev, V.P.'s medirine cabinet, and bore the thingoff in triumph.

Prelude to Vacation
As h e trudged off to his exam in the bright, hard
8:00 A.M. light. the Bearer tried to figure out how
many exams h e had written. He had decided this time
that exams weren't worth cramming for. It was a delicious, fatalistic feeling. Anyway the) frequently neier
tested you on what you had i-tudied. and that just made
you more bitter. There was certainly a minimum of
bitterness in not studying hard the night before; so an
impromptu mutual approbation society had formed oier
a pitcher of bock last night. honetheless, in the House
there Bas a tangible air of tension, with lots of horseplay
at dinner and in the Lounge. Sort of stearn talve, probably. The Beaver spread his bluebook on the desk-arm
in the exam room. wrote his name on it with infinite
care. silentjy offered almb to Allah. and dreamed brief6
of the sunnj, beckoning Ledch for the vacation week.
---fitit Hendrkkson '50
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1923
Donald 11. Loz~ghridge, Ph.D. '27. has
heen on a two-)ear leave of ahwnre from
the Uniier~ity of Washington in Seattle
-where
he wa-i Profewor of Physics-while wrving a- Scientific Advi~or t o the
Stcretary of the lrmy. L a ~ t month he
resigned from the University, planning to
stay with the Army as its Senior Srientifie Advisor. He writes that he would
enjoy having any Tech men look him up
in the Pentagon Building-Room 3C-620.

<,.

1924

Harold Hopkins had an attack of
coronary thrombosis in July. 1949, which
ciused him to resign from the Vortex
Company in ( laremont after 22 \ears. He
has recently become associated with the
Penn Mutual Life Insurance Company as
Dktrict Representative in the Pomona
V dlev Territory.

1925
Mawto H i r a m visited the campus la-t
month and brought 111. up to date on his
a( t i v i t i c a '[he f i s t lapanwe graduate from
( alterh. he i s living in Japan where he
k < i r I engineer with Nippon Has-soden.

Japan, an electric generator arid transrnisqion company in Tokyo. During the
war he was on General Mar'Vrthur'-! staff
a0 liaiwn officer. He has a wife and eight
children.
He fame to the United State's for three
monthi this winter :IS a member of the
Japane-e power misiion to the U.S.A.

1926
Â¥I M. Ball is manager of explosives research at the Hercules Experiment Station
in Wilmington. Delaware. During the ftar
he was technical director of the Radford.
Virginia. ordnance plant operated by Herrules. where he was engaged in developing
rocket propellants. Now. in addition to hi^
position with Hercules, he is con~ultant10
the 4lleghany Ballistics Laboratory.
Wnvne B. llales, Ph.D.. is Professor of
Phy-ics at Brigham Young University in
Prow t'tah. and was recently appointed
general chairman of the Brigham Young
Fniwrsitv 75th Diamond Jubilee Anniverwry ( elebration for 1950-51.
Ht %rites that when he received hi*
Ph.D. in 1926 he had a wife and five f-hilIre11 cheering at conimencement. The five

are now six-four
boy< and two girls.
"4bout the boys-the olde-t. Vern. is Professor of Meteorology at the ITrihersity of
Utah: the next. Wilton. i c an M.D. at
Sawtelle Ho-ipita! in Santa Monica: Richard is a third 3eaI- graduate student in
Physio at the LTriher~ityof California
Berkeley: a n d Robert is a sophomore at
Brigham Young. The girh are happily
married."

1930

J.

B. Stnrgfis is workirg af
me(hanical engineer with the Union Oil ("0.,
and living in San Gabriel. Mo;kt r v e n t
addition to the S t u r e c ~ family i s Jane,
now 16 months old.
Roland Hodder is working for the Stanolind Oil and Gas f o . a~ D k t r i c ~Geolngiet in the South Texas Dictrkt. San Antonio. He ha< been in Texas qinre 1933.
married a TexaÃ§girl. ha-s two children ( a
daughter 12 and a 'ion 81 and hac "wfciinihed to all o f the natural beauties of
'rexa~"
0 . F. V a n Sereren i e working in Bakersfield as Sl~perintendentof Exploration for
Standard Oil of California in the San
Joaquin Valley, a position he has held since
April 1949. He ha? worked for Standard
and affiliated companies since 1933, going
to Bakersfield in 1945 after f o r ~ i g nwork
in Vexiro. J a a . Sumatra. Arabia, and
Egypt from 193749'15. He rriarried Mi*-$:
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Ague.-. '~outonglii in Cairo, Egypt in 1944.
'I hey h a w thit'e ihildren-fliarles Philip,
%, Carol Ann, 3. and Jean Celestt,. 1%.

1931
L8wu.s A. A&-n, Ph.D. '35, tlah been
named an Assistant Vice President of W.
R. d a c e & Go., hew York, which pelhaps
is beit known as> ottiwr oi the Grace Line,
1)ut alao is-, eng<ifc,tbdin industiidl opeiationa
< onimeree along the R e s t
..md iiitc~iiatio~ial
Coas-t of South America. Mr. Alden has
been mth the film sinre 1944 and p r e ~ i o d y was an 4-iii-laiit Treasurer. He is
Iiting, in Liike Succei-a, hew l o i k , with his
wife and fi~e-)ear-old daughter. He returned if-cently itorn Pew, %here lie s-pent
i>i&
nio~iths in (omiection with W. fi.
Grace's extensive mdiis~rial interests.

1932
hen h a r t M.S.'33. ha- l h e d in Wluttier fin ilie past 11 > e a s and i b now Â¥vice

Professor of Psychology at Pornorid College, effective September 1. Since 1940 he
has been on the -tdffl of the P-ijcholog~
Department of the Lnnersity of Nebraska.
He is rnarried and has three children.

1934
Harold Hultom, M.S.';i5, is Chief Engineer for Normac, Inc , Huntington Park,
Calif., designers and builders of reinforced
concrete houses. l i e recentl~returned from
a job in northern Chile as construction
engineer on a project for the Chile Exploiation f:o. ( a s u b ~ i d i ~ i rofy 4nacondd Copper ).

1935

John S t u k

writes that he ieceiitlj ion1
pleted a three week trip to ierieaueja in
connection with husinesi. ( geoph}Ã§.ics. dud
managed to sneak in three days on Barhado>, B.W.1.-"the
Bhiera of the Caiibbean,
where the cost of li*iug is still withinbounds."
4rthur Etz, Ex-'35, has- been an engineering coiitradol sinre 1934. He is also a
pdi tner, and engineer, for ail artifii id1 lake
and report development near 1'05 'Viigeic-.
k i i o ~ nas- Mum Lakes Resort. During the
next >ear lie plans to d i ~ i d ehis time hetueen being engineer for a cattle ranch
diid continuing building dewlopment at
the resort.
Lamar M c M i l l u n is s-,tillpracticing medi
cine and s ~ u g e r jin Little Rock. 4rkanjas.
Junies N . Smith ha= 1hcd in Laguna
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Beach for the past three year'.. where he
is a civil engineer working on whdi~ision
work. He wnt us n e w of Neil M . Ruse.
Ex-"35, who visited him recently. Aftel
1e:ning Tech at the end of his second year.
NeiJ went on to Stanford. [LC..and Harvard for law degrees. He served as a
nfajoi in the Cotinter-Intelligence Corn- of
the 4rrny. then ioined the U.S. Foreign
S e n ice a* Vice4 onwl at Palermo. Italy.
After a few week* vicitirig around California he and his wife are leading for hi"
new post a* \ ice-ronsul in Casablanca.
Morocco.

1936
Rotwrr A. Mrhtyre. M.S.'SS. i*
the father
of a daughter, Margot Owen. horn on
February 12.
Charles Heath is 4woci:ite Professor of
Engineering Materials in the Mechanical
Engineering Department at Oregon State
College. Corvallis. He ha< three children
-twin girls, 6 , and a boy, 4%.
John Waddell is head of the Northridge
Development Co., a conqtriiction and architectural firm in the San Fernando Valley
whose main activities are huilding-design
of home and commercial structures.
Dean Wooldridge. Ph.D., ha< had his
job title changed from Director of Electronics Research and Development to CoDirector, Research and Development Laboratorieq. Hughes 4irrraft Co. The other CoDirector-Simon Rarno, alqo ( altech Ph.D.

-36.

1937
Dean Vicholq i s practicing medicine in
Helena. Montana. He w r i t f ~ that the
latest job he ha" arquired is that of serretary-treasiirer of the L w i - and d a r k
County Medical Society. He is a l ~ oa delegate of thr Society to the Montana State
Vedical 4~oriat!'on. "The howe of dele-

gate- of the latter body forms the policies
and handles the business of the State
"issociation, and is also a policy-making
board fit the Montana Phycirians' Service,
~ h i c his our state nnn-profit medical surgiral iwurance plan." He has a son, Petf-r
Dean. 15 months old.
Walter L. Moorfv. M.S.'38, left Lockhecd
iirrraft (-0. in 1917 to bed-irne lwociate
Profe=or of Civil Engineering in charge of
hydranlirs of Civil Engineering in charge
of k d r a i i l i r ~at the Uni~erqityof Texas in
Austin. In June he will take a leaxe of
absence to attend the Ifniversity of Iowa
for a vrar of qtiidv toward a Ph.D. He and
hi^ wife have two daughters - agm 5
and 2%.

1938
John Farneman writes that he'^ "till
doing the came hitch. el ling Weaton inqtruments, cola trancformer~, StruthersDunn relays, "TAG" instrizment~ and
Biddle "Meggers,"' in continued awociation with Edward S. Sievers. and that he
in "contin~ially meeting Tech alumni who
are invariably doing an even better jot)
in the development of Southern California
industry." The Farnemans live in Glendale, have two yoiinp~ters-8 and 4.
Robert Letlit. M.S.'39. is Awociate Pro
fessor of Mathemati( s at the University of
Georgia, Athens. He waq married in 1943
and has two children--Linda,
5. and
Arthur. 2.
Edward F r h i v i writes that after more
than four years on the industrial accident
rolls due to "San Joaquin Valley fever"' he
i s back at his old job with Standard Oil
of Calif, as Civil Engineer in the Maintrnance and Conctruction Dhiqior! of the Producing Departrntbnt-this time at the La
Hahra Headquarters instead of Taft.

Complete Petroleum and Production
Engineering Service

Paul Engrlder. M.S.'40. iu the father nf
three sons-the last one horn on February
16. Paul i~ "till doing research work for
thp Oil Well Water I ocating Company of
I ony Br'ach. and ywnding hic spare timp
r ha-sing '"wildcat" oil least's with the Major
Play I easing Syndicate.
Her!) Sfrnns iq rr~mmandmg officer of
Volunteer Nasal Re'-earth Reserve Unit
11-2. a yroiip of Naval Reserve Officers who
meet tuice a month in Pasadena. T h i ~
unit. beirig qporxorcd by the Office of Nava!
Reqearch. follow- ba-sic and applied reo f interekt to the Navy.
~ c a r ~program*
h
J i n k Goi~del/is iiorking for the Bechtel
Corp. as a mechanical engineer in their
power division iind doing work for the
steam rlivisions of the Southern California
Edison Co. He ha" three rhildren-Bobby.
7: Johnny. 5 : and Linda, 1%.
F/. D. Briicr Wilwn. M.S, Ph.D. '42,
waq a'"wiated with the International
Virkel Co. from 1941 to 1946, then took
up tearhirig. at the ITniversity of Manitoba. In a recent letter from Pretoria.
South Africa, to hie old cronies in the
Geology Divii-ion at the Institute, he wrote;
"'The Wifnow have temporarily moved to
a warmer climate, a? I have two years
leave of absence from the LT. of M. to
work in South 4frira. I am back with
International Nickel. Our stay here has
been \pry enjoyable and Terry (31 and
Wendy ( 9 month-;) are thriving in the
4frican sunshine. My wife ic also thriving with two nativp servants to help with
the children and hnusework,"

1940
Rowpll J . Blarkinton i-s rhief chemist
and a member of the hoard of directors of
Weqtrtn States Lacquer Corp. in Los
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4ngt.les, where he has been employed
since 1937.
Keith 4itihrsort i'i leaung the I m a Geological Suney ,oint* time in Q r i l to aci ~ p at position as engineering and groundwater geologist with the IJ. S. Bureau of
fierlaniation. H e Â¥wil"-tart norl. in Salem,
Oregon in the dii-tik t planning oflice of tlie
Buie~ii. Hi->Rife and tiio sons will join
hirn on the wept coa-t sometime thii
-iimmci.
Hubert 4. (;ewe i- eniplojed by the P. J.
Walkei Co, Buildeis a.- field engineel
under <":.E. L m n '37 supt>riritendent. on
the construction of a fieicaieh Laborator}
ioi the Union Oil (10. at Died. Californici.
He has t h e e children, Ceiald, 554, Anne.
and Martha, 7 months.
Gilbert Van Dyke write,, Now h i e <I
boy 7 yeais, a girl,
I lady cat, 2 gold
fi-ih, and 1 lizard. To support this happ)
group, I work foi Signal Oil and Gas Co
c i i a Pioductiori Engineer doing leserwii
w ork."'
Dun V i d t e r , M.S.'41, ha- mitten u-> a
~ u n ~ m a rotj whdt lie's, been doing -iri~e
1941. He worked at Douglai 4irciaft in
Power Plant Engineeiing until Novinber.
1945. Then he joined Roy Maiquardt at
the neviij formed Mdrquardt tireraft, Van
N u p , and became Asi-i~tant Chief Engineer. In June 1947 he retuin<d to Douglas.,
Santa Monica, to l~ecomi~
Chief Engineer
of the Testing Dhision (flight teqt of all
Douglas airplane5 and Research I.ab at
S.M.) . He ipjoincd kfarqudrdt 4iicrafl
Co. in Noicmher I948 a- Chief Engineer
and is now maiiagci of engineering <ind
manufacturing. Dun was married in 1941
and has fwo daughtds. 6 and 4.

a

a,

1941
1. Vern

tiidcr and his wife lid'ie a new

son, &dine, born November 28.

He i+

named after Vern'b father, Wayne B. Hales,
Ph.D.'26. The Hales also have three daughters. Vern ia still head of the Mrteorologj
Uept. at the Uui\eri)iii of Utah.
Robert A. Dictrich iecently became engaged to Miss Betty Mae Bradford of Lo*
4ngele.-. Tliey plan to be marlied in June.

sons-the youngest 22 months.
Deanc Morris reports the birth of his
s>econd son, Francisco Robeito (Pancho)
on January 13. H e is still working as an
aerodynamicibt at the Bell Aiicraft Corp.
in Niagara Falls, New Yoik.

1942

John Gardner has been a petroleum engineer with the kiabidii Ainericdn Oil l:o.
in Saudi Arabia simp November 1946. At
present he's attending a reservoir eiigineeiing course giien at Houston, Texas, by the
Humble Oil & Refining Co. He will return
to Arabia this month.
John f i i r was recently transferred from
the Na'ial Ordnance T~i'tStation, Paixideiia
Annex, to the N.O.T.S., China Lake, Calif.
as head of the rocket design branch.

Paul Madei ieecived a Ph.D. this Febiufrom the Uni~ertiityof Illinois, hating
done his graduate work in Organic Chcrnihtry. He is now ~ o i k i n gfor Eds-tinan
Kodak in Roehestei, N. Y.,in the Coloi
Proi ess Development Dept
Riihard Kent M.S, is- engaged to Mi<.
Mai joiie Beian-i of Wd~hiiigioii,D. C. He
is on duty in tiits FExecuthf Depdrtiiifiit of
+he 11. S. Natal 4i-adeirij. The wedding is
to be this month.
<ii)

1943
M a r d u s (' h i t h lr. will be married on
4pril 29 to Mite Ellen Frances Ellen of
Monrovia.
David Elmvr i-. ci metallurgist in the
Rewareh Depdrtment of the C. F. Brauii
( o. in Alhanlbra
Hi, fii-1 child, Douglas
Alfred, wat born September 26.
Donald P o t t ) Ph.D.'47, is an 4~sistant
P~ofe*isorof Matlieinatics at Nortli^\estern
Lni~ersity. He and his wife hale one son,
Richard, 15 months old, and ale expecting
another (lnld in J u b . Don is also Associate Editor of Trui A. and Field News. a
monthly papt-r publ~shcd at San Bruno.
Calif.
Dwight Bucttdl hcicune the father of a
daughter, Christina Isabel, on October L
The BnetteUs also haxe a son, Michael
Dwight, aged 355. Dwight is still with
Douglas Airelaft in Santa Monica.
41 grot^ is a structural designer with
Johnson & Minasiaii, structmal engiiieeis,
iii Pasadetia. He and hib wife hate two
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1945
Merle W'izugh received his M.S. in Aero
nautici) from Stanford and iiince then has
been working at Ames Aeronautical Lahoratory, Moffett Field, in dynainir s t a h i l i ~
research in the Flight Research Section.
H e writes that he is still a bachelor and
spends most of his free time skiing or at
the beach.
Warren It. Parker Jr. and his wife are
living in Billings, Montana, where he is
woiking as an electrical engineer for the
Bureau of Reclamation. He was transferred
there from the Phoenix office of the Bureau
of Reclamation on March 1.
Bob Scapple was graduated from Stanford last December with an Engineels
degree in Metallurgj. He is now ~iorLing
in the laboratory at the Axelson Manufacturing Co. in Los Angeles where Ed Green
'31 is Chief Metallurgist.
Melvin Wilsion has been with the Southern Pacific Co. since August 1949 as a
.ontainer engineer. He is Ihing in Los
Angeles but his work takes him o\er the
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sonthwe~t. H e d like to know if there are
any other alumni working for the railroarl.
1946
Robot A. (folding was married on
March 3 to Miqs Margaret Wetland in
Long !%earh. They will liie in Idone;
Beach at 11 1 Ohispo Vve. Bob i i finishing
hi*. graduate work at the University of
Southern California.
Frederick Ewig and his wife hare a
second son, Stephen Dana, born March 11.
Fred ha< been working tonard an M.S. in
Physics at USC,. This spring and summer
he is working at USNAMTC, Point Mugu.
Calif. in the Instrumentation Laboratory.
In the fall he intend" to enroll again at
USC and finish up the requirement^ for the
Masters degree.
Rohrrt Frohinun has had a hiicy tirne
sinre graduation. Ife worked for q i \
months at the H ~ ~ g h e saircraft Co. in
( u h c r City and then in Jan. 1947 left for
Europe and matriculated at the L?nher'-ity
of Pari"s in March where he studied math..
hiqtory. and literature. In March 1948 he
worked for the [I. S. government in the
European area and traveled in I ~ n ~ e m h i r g
and Belgium, arid parts of France and
Holland. In October 19I8 he was released
from his gmernment jot) to matricnlate
at the I'nivercitv of Br~iwel"<
to ~ t n d yphil~"sophy.In November he married a Belgian
girl and returned to the Vnited States in
\lay 1949. He hiiq been a reeearch assistant
here at Tech since October.
Jar Stimrt. M.S.'48. is also back on
iampns-working
for his 4.E. degree in
'\eronauti(s on a Scholarship from D o u ~
I : Airrraft. He haÂ been employed by
Donglas. El Segundo. since 1946.
flouari! Jenen is working for ("ern Strcl
Produc tc Gorp. in Omaha. Nebraska, in the
Â¥itrntural dcsign department. He ha" re-

(ently laken on duties in estimating and
sales.
1. P. Ca!ligeros cornpletcd two years with
the Arahia-Amdra Oil Cn. la-st fall and
went on a laration through Iraq, Lebanon,
Turkev. Greece, Italy, and Franre. Then
he arrited in New Tork and drove to Lo-.
Angeles, where he was married on Voleinher 26 to Visa Jae Howard. Vt present
they are Iiring in Saudi 'Vrabia n h ~ r che
is employed as a petroleum engineer with
the same company.
George Mpivner is a lecturer in ( nil
Engineering a t the University of California.
Berkeley. His fir-t rhild. Sharon Lee. Mahorn Novemtw- 7.
( harle^ B. ^Shaw. Jr. was married to
Miv; Marilyn Baron on March 19 at the
Town House in Lop tngelei. Thev will
lisp in C hicago h e r e fharlen i s taking
his Ph.1). work at the University of Chir ago.
Donald Graniiher wa'- marriec! Deremlwr
27 in Dalton. Ohio. to Mi- Elizabeth
Marker. He i~
working as a Prorew Engineer for the Steams-Roger Manufartiiring
( ompany.
Graham Horinr is an engineer for Sandberg-Serrell Corporation in Pasadena. Tic
live" in Whittier.
David Opvermun has been working as
a meteorology irwtructor for the Air Forre
at Chaniite Field. Illinoi~. 'since December.
1948. He recently became engaged to Mi's<
Barbara Rowley of Manitowor, Wiaron"sin.
1948
7um V / ~ t ~ rM.S.*49.
t
i~ working with
Quinton Engineers. Ltd.. Lo^ 4ngeles. He
%rites that he is ^till single. "though trying to a ~ o i dbeing a hermit! Fortunately
a nurnber of my rlawmatcs in C.E. art= in
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this area, and K C get iogether quite often."
Welt Beck is the proud parent of a son,
Paul Johanries. born Jannary 24. Niels i"employed ae a re'-earrh engineer by the
General Motor< Rei-parch Lahoratorie+ in
Detroit.
R. I,. If in( h e ~ t e ris in hi*- ~ e r o n dyear,
B" conrne. of t h ~General Electric 4dtanrpd Engineering Program. He'll rompiete the third year before taking a permnnent engineering a ~ ~ i g n m e n t .
Thomas Stit is engaged lo Mien Hazel
Shfi-Mn of NOB York City and plans to
he married in June. He is "studying for
a Ph.D. in Physics at Prinreton. In
1949 he was one of the six ~cienti'rtion
the H S.S. Norton Sound in an experimental imectigatioo of ( o ~ m i rrays in the
Pacific.
John ffedenhfrg is Vioi~irig at Hughe=
4irwaft Co. in the Department of Electronics and Guided M'i-ssile3. He and his
wife and their two boys (one 4 yearc old,
one 20 month"). are liring in Van Nuyq.
Thomas Ifumilton is a chemical engineer with the T e x a ~Co. in Wiimington,
ralif. He and his wife have a daughter.
Sally Lonice. who was born last July.
Martin Hvherl'ien i s employed aq Prodiirtion Engineer for the California Portland Cement Go. His second child, Eric,
\\a" born last September.
194
Jan-in Heiman i"s a Graduate Teaching
Awistant in the Phycirs Dept. at Wa'Aington University in St. Louis, where he is
working for hi" Master" Degree.
Robert If'illard. M.S.. at the heginning
of this year formed the Willard Engineering Co. at 1206 South Maple avenue. Lop
Angeles. The company wa? organized to
provide rn~dianrial engineering qervire
and cell ter'hniral equipment.
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You, Your Family and Your Guests are cordially
invited-by
3 4 Tech alumni at Inyokern-to
attend a field day at the Inyokern Naval Ordnance
Test Station on Armed Services Day,
Saturday, M a y 20
THE PROGRAM

In the morning-Rocket-Firing
Air Parade

EO
SEISMIC & GRAVITY EXPLORATION SERVICE

595 East Colorado Street

Pasadena 1. Calif.

After lunch-Laboratory
Exhibits
Rocket Movies
at Sandquist Spa with music,
At 4 P.M.-Picnic
coffee, beer and pop
(Note:

v

Sycamore
Books & Stationery
469 E. Colorado Street

Bring your own picnic)

Remember the Day-May
Office Equipment
1271 E. Colorado Street

20

The Alumni Association will mail you, later this
month, detailed information concerning reserva
tions, routes, etc.

~m YOU SEE a few examples of how the speed of photography serves industry. In addition, its accuracy is used
in copying drawings, documents, and data of all h d s . Its
ability to reduce can put records on microfilm and save 98%
of Hing space.
These and the other vnique qualities of photography are
helping cut costs, improve products, speed production, and
stimulate sales. If you wonld l&e to know more about how it
could serve you, write for literature or fm speci6c information
which may be helpful to you. Easman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y.
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-serves industrial, commercia1, scientific progress
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T h e r e are rnore sto(k~1o1ilers
iri the tJ, S. than there
are farmers. M o ~ t11ar1
e
the t~ier~~i)erstiip
OF the (210.
\[ore ttian ttic rricrri t)ctst~ipo t tlie -1.F.I.. Certainlv
stocklioI(1ers ;it e iio ''pr ivilegeti few.''

Anything t1iat ~ I I ~ It>\
I I the osvtiers of t>~~siriejs
di
rcctlp initires I 1 ri~illioti pco~)Ie.Ir (lestroy\ rl~c
pro~isioriqtliat tl~eyIt:i\,e trie(1 to I T I ' I ! , ~ rIlro11q11
their owti efforts lor sec111itv. Invtl~itiqt t i , ~ ti t ~ i l ~ t ( \
the se( urity o f 111ew 1 1 t ~ i i l l i o ~1)eoplta
i
:+lqo iriit11c.5
t11e security of tliose L V ~ I C I ccly oti it~\este(l( ; ~ l ) i ~ . i l
tor ttie tools a r d iol)s tftey ~ i c c dto rriake ;I Iibirtg.

